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DeWitt Decade
Theatre Department Celebrates

Ten Years of Snoopy to Oedipus
Feature starts on page 9

DECEMBER

1980

PUBLISHED BY THE HOPE COLLEGE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SERVICES, HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

Superiority

campus
scene

Complex Man's

Biggest Defect, Says Prof
The most common defect in self-image of
most people is not an inferiority complex, but
rather a superioritycomplex, concludes Hope
psychology professor David Myers in his new
book.
Dr. Myers in his book, The InflatedSelf:
Human Illusions and the Biblical Call to Hope
(Seabury Press), argues that people suffer
more from a self-servingbias than low selfesteem.

YOU'RE KIDDING! Sue Ward, a

senior from Muskegon, Mich., was obviously surprisedto be
Homecoming queen. Pointing out the new royalty to the crowd is senior Jane
DeYoung of Holland, last year's queen. The Homecoming king was Mike Disher, a senior
from Lakeview,Mich., who is a football player and was in the lockerroom during the

chosen

this

year's

Seminary and has been chosen as a fall select
tion of the Word Book Club. It is a sequel to Dr.
Myers' earlier book. The Human Puzzle:
Psychological Research and Christian Belief,
published by Harper & Row in 1978.
Dr. Myers holds the rank of professor of

crowning.

Letters
Dear

Editor:

Dear
Recently I read with interest the articlesand
photos in the Hope College newsletter about
the 5th generation Hope students. While I
cannot yet claim to be part of such a wonderful
legacy,I believeour family of graduates does
-havefi unique feature. I do not believe there are
many three generation Hope alumni with
exactly the same name: Thomas Ten Hoeve,
Sr., 1927; Thomas Ten Hoeve, Jr., 1956;
Thomas Ten Hoeve, III, 1983.

He notes, for example, how 70 percent of
829,000 high school studentswho responded to
a College Board survey rated themselves above
average, but only two percent below average.
Sixty percent viewed themselves better than
average in athletic ability, but only six percent
below average.
The book also describesnew experiments
that reveal the amazing and sometimesamusing ways in which people form false beliefs.
'The mind's incredible'garbage collecting
capacity' is shown to render people gullible to
belief in occult phenomena and to false hopes
offered by the mental health movement and by
self serving religion,"says Dr. Myers.
Finally, the book indicates how this new
research confirms ancient wisdom about
human pride. And it suggests why the biblical
proclamation of hope offers a genuine response
to human longings.
The InflatedSelf is based on Dr. Myers'
1979 Finch Lectures at Fuller Theological

psychology and has served on the faculty since
1967. He holds the B.A. degree from Whitworth College and the M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
from the University of Iowa.
In 1972 he was named by the senior class as
the College'soutstanding professor-educator.
He was also honored with a distinguishedservice award by the Holland (Mich.) Jaycees.
Currently, Dr. Myers is writinga social psychology textbook for McGraw-Hill.His more
recent lectures include invited addressesto the
AmericanPsychologicalAssociationand to the
psychology departments at Harvard, and at
Yale University,where he was the 1980 Dennis
L. Cherlin Memorial Lecturer.

Editor:

August News from Hope College an
Hope College sole
credit for Guy Vanderjagt's oratorical ability.
As we heard about it, in the interview over
In the

article appeared that gave

NBC after the keynote address at the Republican Conventionin Detroit, Mr. Vanderjagt
was asked where he receivedhis training in
public speaking. He creditedtwo sources
Hope College and his high school speech
teacher whom he mentioned by name — Mr.

—

I am very proud of my Hope heritage. I am
Van Oostenburg.
looking forward to sharing in a Silver AnniverYour report,therefore,was inaccurateand
sary of our Class of '56 reunion in May.
at best a half truth. In fact, we who know the
Thomas Ten Hoeve, Jr. '56 history of Mr. Vanderjagt's extraordinary
ability as a public speaker,know that he was an
accomplished orator before he entered Hope
College.
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The Mr. Van Oostenburg to whom Mr.
A feature in the October 1980 issue stated
Hope history Vanderjagt referred, happens to be my
brother-in-law,and he happens to be a Hope
departmenthad received his Ph.D. from a
------ ........ . - .
. ..
European university.Dr. Petrovich'sdegree alumnus,class of 1922. His teaching career at Design expert Richard Smith of the Hope facultypracticedhis trompe I'oeil skills recentlyon
Cadillac
High
School
terminated
at
his
retirecame from the University of Chicago. He
junior JonathanHondorp of HopewellJunction, N.Y. The event was the annual Arts &
earned an undergraduate degree in Yugoslavia. ment in 1966, but he is still known in Cadillac HumanitiesFair, attended this year by approximately 400 area high schoolers.
as Mr. CadillacHigh.
We are unhappy and disappointed that
The October issue also incorrectlystated
that Dr. Michael Petrovich of the

that Hope is the fourth largest college/
universityin Michigan. Hope is the fourth
largest privateinstitution in the state.
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"Matt's" part in

Guy

ment was ignored by

Vanderjagt' developalma mater.

his

Marian Warner Van Oostenburg'34
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Wondering about Hope ?

News from Hope College strivesto be informativeand to keep readers abreast of what's
happening at Hope College. At the same time, we realize that we aren't answering all
your questions — we realize that there are probably many things you've always wanted
to know about Hope but didn't know whom to ask.
This column is intended to provide a vehicle by which your questionsare answered.
The column follows the familiar newspaper "action line" format— you are required
PUBLISHED BY THE HOPE COLLEGE OFFICE OF INFORMATION SERVICES
to provide your name and address when you send in a question,but this personal
information will not be printed.
Vol. 12, No.
December 1980
The editor reserves the right to select and edit questions for publication. Although all
Published for Alumni, Friends and Parents of Hope College. Should you receive more than one
the questionswe receive may not be published,you will receive an answer by letter to
copy, please pass it on to someone in your community. An overlap of Hope College constitueneach of your queries.
cies makes duplicationsometimes unavoidable.
Your questions about Hope should be sent to Wondering About Hope, Office of
Editor: Tom Renner ’67
InformationServices, Hope College, Holland, Mich. 49423. Remember, your name and
Editorial Assistant: Eileen Verduin Beyer 70
address must be included.
Editorial Staff: Jennifer Wallgren'81, Colleen May '82
Design: Richard Angstadt'69
My husband never attended Hope, and yet all the mail I receivefrom my alma mater is
Photo Staff: John Kobus 75, Keith Doorenbos '82, Karl Elzinga '82, Carter Maxwell '84
addressed to "Mrs. John VanderDoe" rather than "Mary VanderDoe." I resent the fact that
Heather Molnar '82, David Sundin '83
Hope obviously considers my husband, whb never went to Hope, more important than me, a
full-fledged alumna. Please comment.
COVER PHOTO: Sophomore Todd Kamstra of Farmington, Mich, gave thrust to a Hope
We forwarded your letter to the Alumni Office, which keeps tabs on all Hope alumni. Their
soccer team that captured the MIAA championshipbehind a school record 14 wins Photo bv
response:
David Sundin
’
"Computers are wonderfulmachinesbut they are only capable of doing what we program
them to do. They do not distinguishthe different ways people wish to be addressed. At the
Official Publication:news from Hope College USPS 785-720 is published during February,
April, June, August, October and December by Hope College, 85 East 12th Street, Holland present time our policy is to use as the mailname Mrs. John VanderDoe unless you request Ms.
Mary VanderDoe or Mrs. Mary VanderDoe. To avoid this problem in the future we are
Michigan, 49423
considering dropping all forms of address and using John and Mary VanderDoe, Mary
Second class postage paid at Holland, Michigan 49423 and additionaloffices of entry.
VanderDoe, or John VanderDoe instead.If you have an opinion on this subjectplease let us
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Season Greetings
The Christmas Season is

a delightful time for reflection.

Thoughts

of family and friends, truth and beauty, joy and faith, and glory

through humility steal
meaning.

into our

minds with fresh vitality and deeper

The conjunction of time and

eternity, as

expressed in the

Incarnation, has special significance for each of us personally

and

also for us as a College, for enduring values are a vital part of our

and mission. As we embrace Jesus Christ anew, these values
in our lives, and in all we do as a College,
in creative and gracious ways.
In this season we are also reminded that countless persons
vision

can

become incarnate

—

parents, students, faculty, alumni, friends, and Trustees — played a

To all we express our
profound gratitude,and extend our best wishes as you spend time
together as families and with friends. May you experience the joys
of Christ in abundance, both in this season and in the year ahead.
vital role in the College during this past year.

Daniel Doornbos and Josephine Hanpt review highlightsof Austrian trip with Dr. Paul
Fried, director of international -education.

Gordon and Margaret Van Wylen
Christmas 1980

Students First-Class Guests
|

Meet Our Reps

at Austria's

Treaty Fete

by Colleen May

OPPORTUNITY: An

This

busy time for college admissions counselorsas they fan out across the country
from Hope College is using this
space to introduce admissions personnel who are responsiblefor recruiting in various
parts of the country. If you live in their recruiting area, please feel free to contact them
directly or write to them in care of the Admissions Office, Hope College,Holland, MI
49423.
is a

visiting high school students and their parents. News

all expense paid trip to
Austria. Enjoy one week in the historical city
of Vienna, visiting the Museum of Modern
Art, Schonbrunn Palace, the United Nation's
city, and much more. Then board a bus and
spend another seven days touring the countryside, magnificent in its autumn splendor,
with layovers at such places as Durnstein,
Linz, and Salzburg. You are a guest of the
Austrian Government and will of course be
treated as such.

Sound like a dream? Perhaps, but it was a
dream come true for two Hope College stu-

GARY CAMP

ROB POCOCK

'78

AssociateDirector of Admissions
RECRUITING AREA: Detroit Metropolitan Area, Saginaw, Midland, St.

Louis

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA:

Gary's re-

cruiting area is home turf to this former

Birmingham residentwho attended
Seaholm High School before enrolling
at Hope College. He travels this area
extensivelyin the fall and is anxious to
talk with students about Hope College.
When the sun is shining Gary looks to the
outdoors. He is active in athletic and
outdoor activities of all kinds. He and
his bride of six months, Ann Hilbelink
'80 Camp, also enjoy skiing and camping. They are members of Christ
Memorial Church in Holland.

'77
Associate Director of

RECRUITING AREA:

AT:

Admissions Office
Hope College
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 392-5111, ext. 2200
(313) 645-2379
(For All Detroit Area Calls)

Western Michi-

gan including Grand Rapids, Holland,
Muskegon; Washington,D.C.,
Virginia,Maryland

BIOGRAPHICAL DATA:

Rob

marwho is
assistant director of Annual Funds at
Hope. Rob and Cindy were head residents in the Cosmo House for two
years before buying a house this past
year. They are the proud owners of a
Brittany Spaniel, "Tory." Rob and
Cindy are also active in the First Presbyterian Church where they are adis

ried to Cindy Arnold '75 Pocock

visors to the senior high youth.
In additionto serving on other church
committees, Rob enjoys working on
leaded glass/copperfoil windows and
political campaigns. Undoubtedlyhis
politicalinstincts were sharpened during his senior year at Hope when he
participated in the

CONTACT HIM

Admissions

WashingtonHonors

Semester.

CONTACT HIM

AT:

Admissions Office
Hope College
Holland, MI 49423
(616) 392-5111, ext. 2200
(616) 392-6413(HOME)

dents this last October. Josephine Haupt, a
junior from Benton Harbor, MicL and Daniel
Doornbos,a freshman from Jenison, Mich,
both traveled to Austria to participate in a program sponsored by the Austrian Ministry of
Education in celebrationof the 25th anniversary of the departure of the last occupation
troops from Austria and of the signing of the
Austrian State Treaty.
The selection of educationalinstitutes to invite students from was not an entirely random
act on the part of the Austrian government.
There were 14 student positionsoffered to
American colleges and universities: Hope College filled two. This is obviously an honor, but
certainly not an unearned one. Due to the continued success of the Hope College Vienna
Summer Session, under the direction of Dr.
Paul Fried, Director of InternationalEducation, Hope College and the Austrian Ministry
of Education have built up a fine rapport.As
Austria celebratesthe Silver Anniversary of
the signing of its State Treaty so will Hope
Vienna School celebrate its 25th year of existence with its next summer session. Thanks to
the continualwork of such people as Dr. Fried,
and Dr. Stephen Hemenway of the English
department, Hope College had been given this
special opportunity.
Upon arrival in Vienna on October 20, Jo
and Dan met with a selected group of students
from France,England, Russia (all Austrian Allies in World War II), and, of course,Austria;
for the beginning of their "dream" trip. The
itineraryset up by the Austrian government
would definitely put any other tour to shame.
The students stayed in the best hotels, sat in
the best seats at the opera, and were in every
way treated as diplomats.Of the standingovation they at one time received, Jo said, "I was
really embarrassed. I couldn't figure out why
they thought we were so important when we
weren't." But Dan in turn replied, "I liked it.
It was great."
In Vienna, the studentswere given a guided
tour of the historical sections of the city. They

were also shown films from the Austrian film
archives and given a lecture on "Austria as a
Nation of Culture." There was a receptionby
the Minister for Instructionand Art and a
meeting with the Federal Chancellor of Austria, a high government official,which included much handshakingand personal ex-

change.
Of course no trip would be complete without
the museums and exhibits. On the third day in
Vienna, Jo and Dan toured Vienna's Museum
of Modern Art and then viewed an exhibit
entitled "Maria Theresa and her Times" at
Schonbrunn Palace, the summer residenceof
the Hapsburg emperors in Vienna. On the next
day they visited the Belvedere Palace, where
the Austrian State Treaty was signed, and also
toured the museum of army history.
One of the Vienna highlights was the opportunity to attend the Vienna State Opera's
production of "Sleeping Beauty," choreographed by Rudolph Nureyev.For Dan it was a
special event because he had never been to an
opera before, and although Jo had been there
during Vienna Summer School this past summer, she too was impressed with the opera.
They were placed in $30-$40 seats, which Jo
termed "the best seats I'll ever have." Usually,
she added, "I stood up for a dollar."
Another highlightwas the chance to attend a
performance of the Vienna's Boy Choir. Later
that same day the studentsalso participated in
the Great Military Review of the Austrian
Army. Then it was off on their one-weektour
of the countryside.
The tour of the Austrian provinces included
a number of visits to different schools and
youth clubs. All educationaloptions were pre“H
sented on this student oriented tour: from a
sports school in Linz-Aubof to an academy for
educationalsciences in Klagenfurt.
The tour also included a two night stay in n
n
Salzburg, where the students met with the
province'sgovernor and hiked up to HohenN©
salzburg, the castle overlooking the city. On 06
the evening of their first night in the city they
attended a three-piececoncert featuringthe
works of Beethoven, Mendelssohn,and
Salzburg'sown Mozart.
The trip was not void of challenge,however.
Of course there were those occasionswhen the
wrong public transit bus was boarded resulting
in a few moments, or, in some cases, hours of
searching to return to the hotel. And, of
course, all tours, discussions,and interviews
were in German. One of the Austrian government's requirements was that all the students be fluent in German. According to Jo,
"They wanted you to pretend you didn't know
English and that German was your native language.
In addition to the excitement of the regularly
scheduled events,there was the thrill of meeting students from foreign countriesand exchanging thoughts. From a party with the English to the handing out of Olympic souvenirs
by the Russians,all helped to add to the experience.
Now, after a two week tour of Austria and
two weeks of being treated "like real V. I. P.'s,"
Jo Haupt and Dan Doornbos are back on the
Hope College campus. Their all-expensepaid
"dream” trip is over and now it's "back to the
books." Both are slightly behind, but Dan
seemed to speak for both of them when he said,
"It was worth it!"
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What

kind of student chooses to come to

Your Not-So-Typical

Hope College? What's

the profile of the typical

Hope

and although he studied English in school, at
times he still has difficulty comprehending.
Things have gotten better since his arrival, due
to roommates, the Skill Center, and his English for Foreign Students class.
Bill Fougere is a long way from home, much
further than the typical freshman, but the distance doesn't seem to bother him. In his own
words: "I am enjoying myself very much, and
I don't think I could find a better place than
Hope College to realize my goals."

frosh?

It's no surprise that trying to find a typical Hope freshman is like trying to find a needle in the
Pine Grove. The students of today are a reflection of the variety found in society-at-large,
although, to be sure, there is a predominanceof the middle class among the Hope student body.
rJJJ' However, other ends of the economic/socialscale are also present.
True, many of today's students look alike, with oxford shirts, Shetland sweaters and other
necessities of the "preppie look" making a strong appearance this year on campus. But for every
blazer you'll find a blue jeans, and for every student who fits the typical profile (we're assuming
they're out there, although we didn't uncover any), you'll find many more who bear no
resemblance to that norm.

M

The followingnot-.so-typical frosh are presented as
found in the class of '84.

a

reflection of the spectrum of

backgrounds

Dan Greene
Dan Greene is not the first in his family to
attend Hope College.Yet he will not appear in
any generation picturesbecause he has no
alumni lineage. Dan's brother. Perry, decided
in 1977 that Hope College was his choice to
start his pre-med studies. Dan's sister,Tammy
followed suit in 1979. It seemed right that
Dan should agree with their college choice.
Dan is a freshman from Grand Rapids, Mich. ;
he feels Hope is close enough, yet far enough
away from home.
What differencedoes Dan face having a
brother and sister at Hope? "I don't really see
any differences. I rarely see them." But there
are advantages to being the third-hand recipient of Hope traditions.
Dan's brother lives off-campus which leaves
room for an occasionalbreak from Saga — and
the possible use of his car. "I get

my

sister to

do

laundry when I can," Dan added, "Mybrother has a washing machine we can use for
free." Dan says having the advantage of being
able to visit Hope before becoming a student
gave him knowledge of the campus and achere . . It's peaceful."
quaintance with a few people.
After four years at Hope and a Bachelor of
As for disadvantages,Dan did not see any
Science degree, Bill plans to attend med school
major nuisancesin having an older brother and
in the United States, perhaps then a medical
sister around. What land of advice was Dan
practice in America to attain a good background given? "All they said was to make sure you
in medicine before "returning to my country
study alot."
to help my own people."
Having three in college could tend to be a
As for academic life at Hope, Bill admits,
burden financially, but in the Green family the
"It's hard, but I'm happy. I like it when it is
studentshelp with college costs. Everyone has
hard to study. The harder it is, the better you
a summer job to add to the college fund and
will be." And Bill is no strangerto hard work.
financial aid helps ease the load.
He hails from one of the more academically
The Green family will be experiencing the
stringentinstitutions in Haiti — the Institution Hope influencefor three more years. And this
Saint-Louis De Gonzague.
may not be the end ; the tradition of Hope may
The biggest problem for Bill is the language
be picked up by Dan's younger brother in two
barrier. The native language of Haiti is French,
more years.

my

.
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Scott and Laura

Eding

ever-present sympathetic ear. According to
Laura, student life is "twice as easy" when
The typical freshmen enter college life with you're married. It was "harder to adjust to
many questions about their new roommates: school than married life."
uHowever, finances are a major concern.
z: What kind of a person is he or she? Do we have
anything in common ? Will we get along? Scott Both work summers, and during the year Scott
and Laura Eding already knew the answers to works part-time on his father's farm. Admitthese questions when they began their
tedly, finances will be the major consideration
freshman year at Hope. They were not only in their being able to remain at Hope.
new students,but newlyweds.
Although "other students are shocked"
Both Scott and Laura had independently de- when they find out the Edings are married,
cided to attend Hope College before they had Scott and Laura don't see themselves as being
decided on marriage. To these 1980 graduates all that different from other freshmen. They
of Hamilton (Mich.) High School, Hope
study hard and have seriouscareer plans. It
seemed the best choice, both because of its
cannot be denied, though, that they are
"reputation over other nearby colleges,"and unique, and a positive addition to the already
because of its "small size." Accordingto Laura, diverse group of students of which the Hope
their parentswere "apprehensive" about them
community is comprised.
"getting married and running off to college,"
but "when you have something this good this
. William Fougere
close
. ." It seemed to satisfy everyone.
It might seem as though the Edings are misHow far does the typical freshman travel to
sing out on some important aspects of college attend Hope College? Certainly not as far as
life, for instance the dorm experience,or per- freshmanWilliam Fougere. Bill is from Portsonal interactionswith other students. "Not
Au -Prince,the capitol of Haiti, some 2000
so," they claim. Both have met many people miles from Western Michigan.
through their classes and are in and out of the
The logical question is "Why Hope?" Bill's
dorms, stopping to visit friends, or "maybe to father, a Haitian doctor, had studied in the
play backgammon for an hour." They had deUnited States. He encouraged Bill to pursue his
cided to take advantage of the college meal-plan pre-med interests in America. After writing
in an effort to save time, and as a result, are letters to a series of schools he receiveda revery much aware of what activitiesare happen- sponse and a catalogfrom Hope. These correing on campus.
spondences, in addition to a recommendation

a
u
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.
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Scott and Laura believe that there are certain from a friend, sold Bill on Hope. According to
advantages to being married. They always
him, "In Haiti, the place where I studied was
have a quiet place to study and both enjoy an small and had green surroundings. Like

Dan Greene followed brother Perry and

sister

Tammy

to

Hope

New

Frosh
Russell

Federal Legislation

campus
scene

Impacts Financial Aid

Brown

by Bruce Himebaugh
Director of Financial

Hand-made quilts, sheepskin rugs, Vermont cheese and homemade maple syrup can
be found in the gift shop which Russell

Aid

Recent passage of the Higher Education Act
of 1980 represented the completion of

Brown's family originatedabout four years
ago.
Russell Brown is a freshman from Newfane,
Vt. He is a second generation Hopeite; his
mother, VerlaineSiter Brown, is a '53 alumna.
Russ is one of 26 Presidential Scholarsin this
year's freshman class. The Presidential
Scholars Program is an opportunity for
academically gifted students to excel and
broaden their experience at Hope College.
Presidential Scholars are chosen prior to their
freshman year. Criteria includesacademic excellence as well as leadershipqualities.
Russ's criteriain choosing a college was that
it be a Christianschool, far away, with a reputation for a good education.Even though Newfane has a population of about 1,000 people,
Russ still considersHope a "small school."He
plans to major in computer science.
His major choice is a surprise when some of
his home duties are considered.Russ regularly helped with the making of maple syrup
that the family gift shop sells. The maple syrup
is processed in the thoroughly old-fashioned
way ... no computersor technology needed.
The Brown's maple trees yield approximately 2, OCX) taps which produce 300-600 gallons of maple syrup a year.
Russ sees many advantages in attending
Hope College. For instanceit is far enough
away from home to afford a sense of discovery,
there are people to meet, and he can be challenged time-wise. Yet Russ admits he does
need to escape once in awhile. "You can only be
around people so long when you're not used to

two

years of extensivecongressionalhearings and
significant input from numerous higher education associations. The new bill extends federal
aid to college students through 1985 and some
very significant changes were made to current
programs.Many of the changes will not be
fully implementeduntil the 1982-83 school
year, but some aspects of the programs will be
changed for next year (1981-82). The details
regarding implementation are still not complete at this time and the very important issue
of funding levels will have to be consideredby
Congress in the next session. The numerous
congressionalseat changes that took place as a
result of the election leaves the funding process
more uncertain.
Educationalloan programs received the most
attentionin the hearings and more changes
were-made in this area of aid programs. The
"need based" National Direct Student Loans
will continue to be awarded by Hope College
based upon the FinancialAid Form (F.A.F.)
analysis. The maximum cumulative loan
amounts per student have been increasedfrom
$5000 to $6000. The interest rate charged after
completing school will rise from 3% to 4% for
a loan made in 1981-82. The very popular
GuaranteedStudent Loans made through
banks will continue, but with several changes.
The $2500 yearly maximum loans will remain,
but the cumulative undergraduate

maximum

will increase from $7500 to $12,500 in order to

it."

ElizabethNieuwenhuis
"I knew what I wanted, just not when or
where." A week on Hope's campus during a
summer conference and Elizabeth
Nieuwenhuis had found when and where.
Elizabethis a 1979 high school graduate from
Calgary in Alberta, Canada. She worked one
year in a computercenter for an oil company

and student-taughtkindergartenwhile a senior
in high school. She knew if she went to college
it would be for an elementary education major.
Elizabethwas enrolled for this fall in the
Community College in Edmonton but after
attending the Young Calvinistconvention at
Hope in August she changed her mind.
Elizabeth took a morning off from her convention schedule to take her ACT's and was
notified that she was accepted to Hope, with
classes beginning in a matter of days Factors
which made her fall for Hope included size,
facilities and the chance for a Christianeducation. She wanted to live with Christianyoung
people rather than go somewhere "where they

want to get you through."
What differenceshas Elizabethfaced? For

just

one, a status definition.
"The administrationconsidersme a foreign
student when really I'm just across the border." In Canada the grades are numbered differently. "I didn't even know I was a
'freshman' until I got here". In Canada the
freshman year is known as "first year." There
are other language differences. The midwest
vs. east battle between the terms "sneakers"
and "tennis shoes" is complicated by Canadian
use of "runners." A "chesterfield"is a couch
and a "servette" is a dinner napkin.
Elizabeth says the disadvantages include
being so far away from home when things
don't go right and most importantly, money.
The prices are higher than she expected; an
example of the exchange rate is: on $3,700 she
receives only $3,100. And when you're paying
for college by yourself, that is a big difference.
To combat this, Elizabethworks ten to fifteen
hours a week at Hope's Computer Science Data
Processing Center.
But the gains outweigh the losses. Hope traditions offer her meaningful memories."One
of the greatestexperiences I've ever had was
the experienceof Nykerk. It was great!" And
Elizabethtreasuresher Christian friends:"I
know that if I'd gone to a community college I

•

allow up to five years. Self-supportingstudents can now borrow $3000 per year. The
interest rate will increasefrom 7% to 9% for
those students who have not borrowed from
the program prior to January 1, 1981 (the effective date of program changes). The government will continue to pay all interest costs
while the student is enrolledin college at least
half-time.Repayment will begin six months
after completion of school rather than nine
months. Students will continue to have 10
years to repay the loan. The Guaranteed Student Loans resultedin $1.3 million for Hope
College students in 1979-80 and the volume
continues to increase.These loans, interestfree while the borrower is in school, are available to students without a "need"
requirement— and many families, of all income levels, have needed extra funds to meet
the pressures of inflation on their personal
budgets.
The new student aid law also created an
additionalloan program: Parent Loans. These
loans are modeled after the GuaranteedStudent Loans and funds must be used for educational expenses. The applicantswill apply
through hometown banks where they have a
customerrelationship,but the program will
not likely be operationaluntil after July 1,
1981 , due to changes that must occur with state
laws. Parentswill be able to borrow up to $3000
per dependent child at Hope College (not to
exceed our cost of attendanceminus other aid)
The cumulative maximum is $15,000. The
interest rate is 9% and repaymentbegins with
monthly payments within 60 days after the
loan is disbursed.Most families will continue
to seek the GSL first since those provisionsare
more favorable,but the new Parent Loan can
be helpful in cases of extreme need.
.

programs underwent numerous
make it easier for
to administer the programsand eligi-

Gift aid

technical changes that will
colleges

be family incomes below $25,000. BOGs to
Hope students generally average $950. Hope
students also receivefunds from the Supplemental Opportunity Grant program (SEOG) if
they demonstrate exceptionalneed. These
funds are awarded directly to Hope Collegeand
we then select the recipients. The BOG program awards funds directly to studentsand we
merely serve as an agent in obtaining funds on
the students'behalf.
Part-time jobs are an important source of
financial aid to studentsand the federal College
Work-Study Program will continue.This program provides about 60% of the funding for
Hope College'scampus work program.New
regulationsonly require that studentsdemonstrate "need" on the Financial Aid Form; "exceptionalneed" is no longer required.Nearly
1200 studentswork part-timeon-campus each
year and the federal program has greatly
helped to create additional jobs. Congress has
demonstrated great support for this program
and funding levels will continue to grow. Hope
College students have shown a real desire to
work and it continues to be a challengeto locate
enough jobs for applicants. In recent years
Hope College has used the College-WorkStudy Program to fund off-campus jobs, since
many of those positionscan be related to the
educationalgoals of a student.

bility requirements are generally liberalized.
The formula for determining eligibilityfor the

Basic Opportunity(BOG) Grant (soon to be

major
change in 1981-82, but major changes will
occur to the treatment of family assets in award
year 1982-83. The value of the home will no
longer be considered in the formula in 1982called Pell Grants) will be without

83. Discretionaryincome (after tax and allowable deductions)will be taxed at a rate of 14%
insteadof the old rate of 10.5% and this will
negate some of the positive asset changes. The
maximum yearly BOG is scheduled to be
$1900 in 1981-82 and $2100 in 1982-83, if
sufficient funds are appropriated.The primary
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In general, the eligibility requirements for
aid

new

programsappear

to be liberalized

by

the

that
programs

financial aid law, but it is also clear

funding levels for many of the aid
will not be significantly increased. The result is
greater

unmet

financial aid eligibilityfor

most

students and a greater need for families to
maximize their chances for aid by applying
early and seeking as many sources as possible
within their own communities.Most students
should apply for aid by completing the Financial Aid Form during the month of January.
Current aid recipients also need to file in order
to renew aid. A January filing date would insure that the earliest deadlineswill have been
met. Correctionscan be made to estimateddata
used to complete the application if final figures
from a completed federal income tax form for
1980 differ significantly. The FinancialAid
Form can be picked up at all high school counselors' offices and is available at the Hope College FinancialAid Office, Room 204 Dewitt
Center. In 1981-82 most students will have to
borrow funds in order to meet the higher educational costs not met with gift aid or a parent
contribution.Careful planning, frugal budgeting, and prudent borrowingwhen combined
with gift assistanceand a reasonable family
contribunon should enable most students to
"afford" the cost of a Hope College education.
A reasonable amount of family sacrificecontinues to be an important assumption and Hope
College pledges its best efforts to assist those
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Seminars

Academic

(Cotteewill be served in the Kletz RegistrationArea beginning at
be offered twice.)

j

10:00 and 11:15 a.m.
9:15 a.m. Each seminar will

PossibilityThinking— Electronic Ministry and the Crystal Cathedral
Dr. Dennis Voskuil

Change

Successful Aging: Coping with
Dr. Thomas E. Ludwig
Estate Planning for Lovers (of

Hope College)
VanEenenaam, attorney

This seminar will be led by John P.
in estate

at

law specializing

planning and John H. Greller, Director of Planned Giving

Luncheon

Durfee Terrace

Hope.

at

Room

12:30 p.m.

Men's Swimming vs. Kalamazoo Dow Center Kresge Natatorium

Women's Basketballvs. Spring
J. V. Basketballvs.

Olivet

Varsity Basketballvs.
Jazz Concert and

Arbor

1:00 p.m.

-4

Dow Center

1:00 p.m.

Civic Center

1:00 p.m.

Olivet Civic Center

3:00 p.m.

RefreshmentsCivic Center

What About Our Kids?
We will provide supervision, food, and

game

activityfor your children.

Pre-School Nursery

ElementaryActivities
At the Dow Center, including lunch and
(Bring a swim suit if you wish to swim)
9:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Cost: $2.00 for lunch

Hours: 9:30 a.m. -2:00 p.m.
Cost: $2.00 for lunch

Arts

following the

activities

Calendar

J

DECEMBER
8-13

11
12

Theatre Production: "A Christmas Carol," DeWitt, 8 p.m.
Student Recital, Dimnent Chapel, 7 p.m.
Madrigal Dinner, DeWitt Center, 7 p.m.

CLAIMING THE CUP: Frosh joyously celebratedtheir victory in this year's Nykerk Cup
competition.,an annual event in which freshmen women compete against their sophomore
counterparts in the categoriesof song, drama and oration.

FEBRUARY
19

Colin Carr, cellist(Young Concert Artist) Wichers Auditorium,8 p.m.
Workshop, Colin Carr, cellist (Young Concert Artist)
Faculty Chamber Music Concert, Wichers Auditorium,4 p.m.
Metropolitan Brass Quintet (Great PerformanceSeries), Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital, Nancy Ritchie,violinist, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.

20
22
24
27

Winter Sports

MARCH
Hope College Orchestra Concert, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Guest Recital:Edna Ter Molen, pianist, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Senior Recital, Terri Whitney, soprano, Wichers Auditorium,8 p.m.
March Festival '81: Chamber Music Recital, Wichers Auditorium 4 p.m.
March Festival '81: Western Michigan University Chorale & The Golden Quartet,
Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
March Festival '81: Grand Rapids Symphony Orchestra Philharmonic & Holland
Community Chorale, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.
Faculty Chamber Music Concert, Wichers Auditorium,4 p.m.
Senior Recital, Lori Nevlezer, pianist, Dimnent Chapel, 8 p.m.

13

13

Vespers on the Air
Approximately60 radio stations throughout the country will broadcast a one hour tape of this
year s ChristmasVespers. You should consult the station in your area for the date and time.
Stationsthat had notified Hope College of their intentionsto broadcast the program as of Dec. 1
ILLINOIS

WWMM

— ArlingtonHeights
WTAS — Chicago Heights
WDZQ — Decatur

WPEO—

Peoria

INDIANA
WUEV —

Evansville

WGVE— Gary
WSND — Notre Dame

IOWA
KPLL—

Pella

KVDB—

Sioux Center
KDCR — Sioux Center

MARYLAND
WRBS — Baltimore

MICHIGAN

k

WABJ — Adrian
WALM— Albion
WUFN— Albion
WPAG — Ann Arbor
WWKQ — Battle Creek
WADS — Berrien Springs

WPON-RW .....

WITW—

Cadillac

WTVB — Coldwater

WDOW—

Dowagiac
WBDN — Escanaba
WDBC — Escanaba

WBNZ—
WATC—

Frankfort

Gaylord
WJEB— Gladwin
WGHN — Grand Haven
WCSG — Grand Rapids
WFUR — Grand Rapids
WMAX — Grand Rapids
WQON— Grayling
WKKM — Harrison
WHTC— Holland
WJBL — Holland
WHGR — Houghton Lake
WKPR — Kalamazoo
WKZO — Kalamazoo
WYYY— Kalamazoo
WILS — Lansing
WKLA — Ludington

WUNN—
WAGN

Mason

— Menominee

WQWQ—
WOVI—

WSDP—

Plymouth
WHAK— Rogers City
WEXL— Royal Oak
WSH) — Southfield
WSAE — Spring Arbor
WCCW — Traverse City
WLDR — Traverse City
WBMW — West Branch
WYGR — Wyoming
WYFC — Ypsilanti
WZND — Zeeland

NEW JERSEY
WKER — Pompton Lakes

NEW YORK
WABY—

WROW—
WAEJ—

Albany
Albany

Buffalo

NORTH DAKOTA
KEYA — Belcourt

OHIO
WGVD —

Cincinnati

Muskegon

Novi

WEST VIRGINIA

4

MEN'S BASKETBALL

MEN'S

Head Coach: Glenn Van Wieren
Dec. 6
Dec. 10
Dec. 13

Concordia,8 p.m.
Indiana-Purdue-Fort
Wayne, 7:30 p.m.
WABASH, 8 p.m.
DutchmanClassic, Pella, Iowa, 6 p.m. ,
GOSHEN, 8 p.m.
•at Olivet, 8 p.m.
AQUINAS, 8 p.m.
•ALMA, 8 p.m.
•at Adrian,3 p.m.
•at Kalamazoo, 5:15 p.m.
•CALVIN, 8 p.m.
•ALBION, 8 p.m.
•OLIVET,3 p.m.
at Concordia,Mich., 7 p.m.
'at Alma, 3 p.m.
'ADRIAN, 8 p.m.
•KALAMAZOO, 8 p.m.
’at Calvin,8 p.m.
'at Albion, 3 p.m.
NCAA Div. ll Regionals
at
at

Jan. 2-3.
Jan. 10
Jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 14
Feb. 18
Feb. 21
Feb. 25
Feb. 28

Mar. 5-7

•MIAA Game
Home games are playedat

the

Holland Civic Center.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Head Coach: Marjorie Snyder
5-6
Dec. 12-13
8
10
12
17
Dec.
Jan.
jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

21

24
27
30
3

7
11

14
17
21

24
28

Mar. 2
Mar. 5-7
Mar. 12-14

Sienna HeightsInvitational
p.m.
at Trinity Christian, 6 p.m.
at Kalamazoo Valley, 6 p.m.
at Aquinas, 7 p.m.
•ALBION, 1 p.m.
•ADRIAN, 7 p.m.
"at Kalamazoo, 11 a.m.
•CALVIN, 7 p.m.
'at Alma, 7 p.m.
•OLIVET,7 p.m.
SPRING ARBOR, 1 p.m.
*at Albion, 7 p.m.
•at Adrian, 1 p.m.
•KALAMAZOO, 7 p.m.
'at Calvin,11 a.m.
'ALMA, 7 p.m.
‘at Olivet, 2 p.m.
at SMAIAW Tournament-lst round
SMAIAW Tournament at Adrian
MIAIAW Regionals

*MIAA Game

Dec. 6
Jan. 9
Jap. 17
Jan. 24
jan. 30
Feb. 7
Feb. 10
Feb. 11
Feb. 14
Feb. 21
Feb. 27-28

MIAA

Relaysat Kalamazoo, 2 p.m.
Grand RapidsJO, 7 p.m.
1 p.m.
at Ferris, 1 p.m.
WHEATON, 7 p.m.
•KALAMAZOO, 1 p.m.
•ALMA, 7 p.m.
"at Albion,7 p.m.
*at Adrian, 1 p.m.
•CALVIN, 1 p.m.
MIAA Meet at Alma
at

VALPARAISO,

'MIAA Meet
Home meets are held

in

Kresge Natatorium of Dow Center

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
Head Coach: John Patnott
Dec. 6
Dec. 12
Jan. 12
jan. 16
Jan. 17
jan. 24
jan. 31
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb,

4

10
14
19
Feb. 27-28

at

HOPE INVITATIONAL, 8

j

SWIMMING

Head Coach: John Patnott

MIAA Relaysat Albion,1 p.m.
WESTERN MICH. UNIV., 4 p.m.
ST. MARY'S, 7 p.m.

NORTHERN MICHIGAN,
•ALBION, 1 p.m.
•ADRIAN, 1 p.m.

7

p.m.

'at Kalamazoo, 1 p.m.
’at Calvin, 7 p.m.
•ALMA, 7 p.m.
at

GRJC and

Hillsdale, 2

p.m.

KALAMAZOO, 7 p.m.
MIAA Meet at Kalamazoo

'MIAA Meet
Home meets are held in KresgeNatatoriumof Dow Center

WRESTLING
Head Coach: Jim De Horn
Dec. 6
Dec. 9
Jan. 10
jan. 14
Jan. 17
Jan. 21
Jan. 24
Jan. 28
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 14
Feb. 19

HOPE INVITATIONAL. 10 a.m.
at Grand Rapids Bible, 7 p.m.
at Olivet Invitational,10 a.m.
’ALMA, 7 p.m.
Christian College Classic at
•at Olivet, 7 p.m.
at G.R. Baptist, 10 a.m.
’at Adrian,7 p.m.
•CALVIN, 7 n.m.

Calvin

Grand ValleyTournament, 10 a.m.
p.m.
WheatonTourney
MIAA Meet at Olivet, 12 noon

at

•KALAMAZOO, 7
at

German Feminism: Decade Behind
ter of a pregnancy, if two doctorscertify that

by Gisela GallmeisterStrand
The

women

having the child would be detrimentalto one's
health.

in post-war Germany possessed

Germany today:
no nationalorganizationof
women as in the U.S. Instead,a number of
independent organizationsexist, representing
the conservative,the liberal, and the radical
views. The association of German Democratic
Women (ASP) is the female contingent of the
two leading political parties. They are well
known for their rightist tendencies.Their status is mostly informative and advisory.Their
goal is the protectionof the family and marriage. In most instancesthey accept the established sex roles. Another group, which calls
The

POW

a great deal of power. Men were in the
camps, dead or missing, and it was up to the
women to provide food and shelter for the
families. They "organized" the food and with
their own hands removed the rubble to pave
the way for the Vlirtschaftswunderof the
1950s. History even createda name for these
women: Truemmerfrauen. Economically,
they were very liberated, at least, to the extent
that anyone was at that time. However, this
freedom was not out of choice but stemmed
from necessityand the will to survive.When
the men finally returned from the camps, most
women handed the authority back to the husbands where it had been traditionally. However, effectsof the war have lingered: 6 million
men did not return, and today in Germany
there are 3 million more women than men. The
war also explains the greater emphasis in Germany today on trainingwomen to learn marketable skills for such emergencies as their
mothers and grandmothersencountered. The
constitution of the newly founded FederalRepublic of Germany guaranteed equal rights to
women as early as 1949 and equal pay for equal
work in 1950.
These accomplishments
suggest an ideal
situation for women in West Germany today.
However, the reality looks quite different.
Politically,as well as economically, women do
not hold any real power. Women industrial
workers are still paid less than men. This is
possible because of the distinction between
"light" and "heavy" work. "Light" work requires precision, speed, and stamina, while
"heavy" work, for which muscles are used, is
done by men and brings higher wages. In the
political realm, there are less women in the
government today than in the immediate
postwar cabinets.
How is it possible for women to have lost the
power they apparently held 30 years ago? One
of the reasons might be that German women
are basically apolitical.They have never really
used their electoral majority.Usually less than
20% participate in elections. That they were
strongly represented in the early parliament
might merely be attributedto the absence of
men. Their platforms were not women's issues, such as challengingthe legality of the anti
abortion law, but people's, in which surviving
and rebuildingwere the keys. Moreover,
women had gained their powers almost- automatically,without really having had to fight
for them. It was only in the '60s that women
realized that they had lost that power. By then
they were back to where they had started from,
which is why the following observation from
Time, August 7, 1978, holds true: "West German feministshave been at least a decade behind their U.S. counterparts."
Perhaps a major attributingfactor for the
discrepancyin the rate of progressof the women's movements in Germany and the U.S. lies
in their varying origins.In Germany initial
progress towards equality began in the midto-late 19th century. In 1865 a women's club
was founded which was closely associated with
the contents of the working class but accomplished little in relieving the oppression of
women in general.In 1894 a federal organization of women was founded in Berlin . A first
visible effect of this endeavourwas a breakthrough in education: In 1896 the first six
Abilurientinuen completed the Gymnasium,
the German universitypreparatory school,
equivalent to a universityentrance examina-

Gisela Gallmeister
Straiidis associate
professor of German,
having joined the
Hope faculty in 3969.
She holds an M.A.
from the University of
Chicago and a Ph.D.
from Vanderbilt University.She received
her undergraduate
education at St. Llr-

situation in

There

itselfthe

i^ still

"new autonomous movement," dis-

associates itself from the ruling political parties,

women were allowed to audit
universitycourses but only in 1900 could they
matriculate.In 1923 two women, Margarete
von Wrangel and Mathilde Vaerting, became
the first Ordentliche Professoren. Politically,
women were allowed to attend meetings, and
become members of political organizationsin
1908. The Weimar Constitutiongranted them
the right to vote after WW I. There was a great
upsurge in the number of women in the labor
force until the great depression when a new
wave of anti-feminism emerged and women
lost their footholds in the labor market.
During the National Socialist Regime women's positiondeteriorated,especially in the
more subtle realms of image and esteem. The
Third Reich espoused unique views on the role
of women. It was "unwomanly"to be politically involved, thus women were excluded
from party positions as early as 1931 . By 1933
they were removed from the labor force in
order to open positionsfor men. To compensate for this political loss, the role of the
mother was glorified, actuallyto strengthen
the population policy of the regime. It soon
became a major patriotic virtue and duty to
bear children for the Fiihrer. All this changed
to some extent during the war; with the men at
the front, women had to fill the positions in the
factories, but the apparent gains women enjoyed after the war were gradually lost.
The government of the Federal Republic of
Germany today is taking measures to ease the
lot of women, or so it claims. In order to lessen
the financial strain children often cause, the
government pays families a Kindergeld, a
monthly allowance, regardlessof income.
Nevertheless,the birthrate remains one of the
lowest in the world. A reason for this lies in the
antiquated elitisteducationalsystem, which
tion. In 1899

grandparents close by. Kindergarten places
used to be extremely scarce. Once childrenare
in school, they attend it only for half a day,
then come home for lunch, which is the major
meal in German families. Children stay home
afternoons and have to do their homework
under the mother's supervision.An enormous
stress is placed on childrenat the age of 12, as
they must face the major decisionof their
lives — whether to go to high school, the gymnasium (which opens the gates to the universities), the middle school (which leads to commercial careers), or remain at the general
school (which will later enable them to learn a
trade). The German school system thus considerablydiscourages a mother to develop a
career outside of the home.
Feminists regard 1968 as the beginning of
the present women's movement. This was
the year universitystudents revoltedin

distrustingthe establishedinstitutions. Their
concerns are violations directly related to their
sex — rape, wife-beating,pay for housework,
child care assistance, partnershipin the family
and abuse of women in prisons.
The results of these groups:
1. Houses for batteredwomen, partly financed by the government,now exist.
2. Frauenladen can now be found in every
major German city. These are the main communication centers of the movement. They are
also the main distributors of feminist literature
and publications.Here common interest
groups also meet.
Recently, I visited Frauenladen in several
cities. My first encounter was in Wiesbaden. A
German student took me (here but would not
go inside with me. To frequeht a Frauenladen
would label her as a radical marxist student,
she felt. I did not find the women all that
radical. I found a comfortable place to sit, drink
tea, and browse through feminist publications,
mostly translations from America (Doris Lessing's Golden Notebooks and French's The
Women's Room are the latest).The women I
met were universitystudents.
3. In addition to these Frauenladenthere
are also Frauenkneipen, pubs for women only.
I met a class of tradeschoolstudents there who
had come with their teachersafter class. They
were very interestedin all things American,
where supposedly the women have "made it."
4. The women in Germany have also organized a Summer University for women in
Berlin. It was inaugurated in 1976. I attended
the third, whose theme was "Mothers and
Daughters," where close to 9000 attended.
Men were admitted to some of the events.
These Berlin Summer Universities, which actually take place in October (the German
semester break between winter and summer
term), are so popular that other universities are
following.There is some federal funding, but
most lectures are donated. The Summer University is extra-curricular and might be considered the beginnings of women's studies in

Germany.
5. German women's organizationsof all
sorts — from urban women's cafes to provincial
women's centers, women's caucuses of left or-

—

ganizationsto lesbianseparatist collectives
distribute feministliterature which can be obtained at the Frauenladen. Two of the most
popular feminist publications.Courage and
Emma, can be obtained at newspaperstands
across the country. Courage is the key journal
Germany as well as all over the world. Female of the movement. Founded in 1976 in Berlin it
and male studentsworked togetherfor univer- has grown from first press runs of 5000 copies
to over 65,000 today. Its readers are already
sity reforms. However, when the political
committed to the movement. Courage works
gains were made, people fell back into their old
roles again. In the SDS, the Socialist German within the theoretical frameworkof socialism,
while its rival Emma (circulation 300,000) culStudent Organization, women had to do the
paper work and other menial jobs, while their tivates mass acceptability with its main emphasis on reforms rather than on left politics.
male counterpartswere actively involved with
The competition between these magazines
the changes in the universityleadershipand
administration.The women studentstherefore seems quite unnecessary since Emma projeas
feminist ideology among women who have not
broke away from the SDS to fend for their own
been politicisedin the left ; thus it plays the role
interests. Thus the origin of the German womof a public persuader, while Courage reflects
en's movement is quite unlike that of the U.S.
the activitieswithin the movement as they
where women discovered their oppressions
emerge in politicalpractice, thus serving as a
while fightingfor the rights of other
political analysisfor the left.
minorities.
The status of women in Germany today is
Two years later, in 1970, the well-known
journalist and writer, Alice Schwarzer, together the end result of the convergence of several
with other prominent women made public con- major forces. True equalityis still a long way
from being achieved.This has to grow through
fession that they had had illegal abortions. This
attitudes, respect and values, which can only be
led to changes in the law. Today one
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Goal Posts
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Balance Bar
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by Eileen Beyer
Beauty, it has probably too often been said,
lies in the eye of the beholder.And, generally,
that which a football fan considersto be poetry
in motion is something quite different from
that which a ballet buff prefers. Tom Barkes
77, however, has proven that pulchritudecan
be adaptable — even to these extremes.
As an undergraduate Barkes was a star football comerback and co-captainof the wrestling
squad. He was named Michigan InterCollegiate Athletic Associationall-starin both
sports and describedby Ray Smith of the Hope
coaching staff as "a very exceptionalathlete."
Today Barkes is a dancer with the Ohio Ballet,
one of America's most popular professional
companies. In residence at the University of
Akron, the company has made appearances
across the country and last June debuted in
Europe at the Festival of Two Worlds in
Spoleto, Italy. This season's performance
schedule takes the company from coast to coast
and included a Thanksgiving Eve performance
in Western Michigan, at Muskegon's Walker

Arena.
In Barkes' mind (and perhaps in his mind
alone),the distancebetween goal posts and
balance bar was not so far to go.
"All the while I was playing football, I never
saw myself as a super macho," he says. "And
so, in terms of myself, I didn't have all that far
to travel when I took up ballet."
But he did experiencea few self-imageproblems of another nature when he began studying ballet seriously(17 classes a week) afNew
York City's famed Jeffrey School, first as an
apprenticethrough Hope's New York Semester, offeredthrough the Great Lakes Colleges
Association,and later on a Jeffrey scholarship
after his Hope requirements had been completed. The problems experiencedin New York
stemmed from the pressuresof trying to make
up for lost time, however, and not with coming
to terms with any new identity. At the Jeffrey
School, Barkes found himself at the ripe, old
age of 20 thrust in the midst of — and at the
same level of skill as — 14 and 15-year-olds(the
usual age to begin to seriouslystudy ballet).
What did Barkes, who had trainedhis body
for years by lifting weights and the like, have
to learn?
"Everything," he quickly responds.And be-

upcoming Barkes come to make the shift?
immediate
The first agent in the process was Provost
and constant.
David Marker, though at the time of contact he
Althoughhe really can't say that dancing is
little suspected the outcome.Early in his colmore physicallydemanding than football,
lege career, Barkes visited the provost'soffice
Barkes emphasizes that both are rigorous in
to request an exemption from the College's
for the luxury of reflecting on his
career; the pressure to produce was

entirely different ways. As a dancer, he had to

physical education requirement, reasoning
retrain his muscles, teaching them to stretch that his involvement in competitivesports proout in ways that football had never asked.
vided adequate physical activity. Marker,
And there were other adjustments to be
however,wouldn't buy that reasoning and
made.
suggested instead that young Barkes enroll in
"In football, your performance has more
something about which he knew nothing.
tangiblerewards," he says. "That win/loss
Barkes left the office miffed and intent upon
margin is somethingwe just don't have in
seeking retaliation by signing up for "the
dance. And the brutalityof football certainly craziest thing the p.e. department had to ofmakes it different. In football, there's a certain fer." That, in dental-school-bound Barkes'
kind of brutality and fighting; all your efforts
mind, turned out to be modem dance. But it
go toward gettingsomethingdone that some- wasn't until halfway into his junior year that
one else doesn't want you to do. In dance, it's a
he returned to the dance studio and enrolledin
community effort to get toward one common his first ballet class. And then, things began to
goal. The first time I walked out on stage as a
happen quickly.Classes at Hope led to enroldancer, it was a little startling to suddenly
ling in the New York Semester, which evolved
realize that everyone was on my side."
into more classes— almost two years' worth
Recently,during a short visit to Holland, he
before Barkes felt ready to begin to audition.
watched Hope's football team in practice and The competition for ballet companiesis very
realized that he really had forgotten what it's
stiff, Barkes says, adding, however, that the
like to be hit.
audition process probably seems cruder to an
"I kept thinking, Ouch that must really
outsiderthan it does to a dancer. Dancers, he
hurt!" he says with a laugh.
claims,know what to expect and consequently
Although he's no longer being hit, Barkes build up a crust of "audition strength."
still trains hard and for longer periods of time
Happily, Barkes didn't have to rely on that
daily. "In dance, your tool is your body and
auditionstrengthtoo often. After only a couple
you have to keep it as sharp as possible,"he of audition experiences,in April of 1979 he was
says. That means at least IVh hours of classes
accepted by the Ohio Ballet. He then flew out
each day, six days a week, followed by 3-5
to Ohio, where, in essence,he auditioned for
hours of rehearsal,followed frequently by an
another week before final acceptance.
evening performance.
It's a good company and popular among au"Most people are surprisedto learn that dan- diences. Its centerpieceis a classically-inspired
cers work all day before they perform. We are
group of balletscreated by German-born artissomewhat tired by performance time, but that tic director Heiftz Poll. Poll founded the comtiredness keeps you from showing nervousness
pany in 1968 as an eight-memberstudent enand gives you a more sustained kind of
semble. It rose to professionalstatus in
energy."
1974 and is now made up of 20 dancers. Its
The next-in-linein a family of dentists
progressas a young company has been remarkaround Mishawaka,Ind., Barkes came to Hope able, and reviewers have been very, very kind.
as a biology major headed for dental school. He
This year, for example, The New York
declaredhis major relatively early because, he
Times has called the Ohio Ballet "the best news
says, it seemed to give him some necessary
in dance this season. "The Boston Globe headidentification. ("The first questions people al- lined, "Ohio Ballet is Making Heads Turn,"
ways ask you when you're going to college are and The San FranciscoChronicle describedthe
'Where are you from?' and 'What's your
company as "The BeautifulOhio Ballet."
major?'"). Hope has produced many dentists
One of its distinctive marks is that its dan-

instance,though appearing even leaner than
when he played football at 145 pounds (playing
"very carefully," by his own description), still
retains too much muscle through his chest and
shoulders and too little length in his legs to
qualify as a classical dancer body type.
So far, as one of the newer members of the
company, he has performed primarily as a
partner. It puts his strengthto good use, and he
enjoys it.

"As

a partner, I have to put her (the bal-

lerina) first.She's dancing, and I'm pretty

much

:

just supporting her. I'm responsiblefor

4

her."

Edward Riffel, who was Barkes' first ballet
teacher at Hope, says attitude was the quality
that set Barkes apart from other Hope dancers
and has contributedto his success in the profession. "He has a tremendousdesire and interest.
. He really gets in there and digs," Riffel
says.
Seeing that Barkes had both the attitude and „
skill necessary for a career in dance, Riffel took
Hope's ballet prodigy aside one day and asked,
"What do you want to be a dentist for? Why
don't you become a dancer? You won't make
much money, but you'll always be happy."
"He lied about the 'always happy' bit," says
Barkes now, many leotardslater. But he is,
very obviously, content.
N"You don't question yourself and what
you're doing when you're happy," he says.
"The only time you question yourselfis when
you're unhappy. As long as things are good,
you don't really know why." In other words,
the dancer can't separate himself from the
dance.
And, for now at least, it's few questions '
asked for Barkes. He knows that having started
late, his time as a professionaldancer is even
shorterthan most. Like all athletes, most dancers begin to think of doing other things once
they hit their mid-30s. Barkes wants to stay
open to severalpossibilities,including someday perhaps teaching dance.
Is there any of the sportsmanleft in the
dancer? Of course.For one thing, he says he's
become a much better spectator. For another,
he still wears his blue-and-orange Hope letterman's jacket.
Not that he's sentimental. He's just never
.
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Celebration!

A

Decade

at

DeWitt

An anniversaryis being celebrated with a Christmas
Hope College theatre department marks the

gift as the

completionof a decade in facilitiesin the DeWitt Center.
Highlighting the celebration of this milestone year is
the revival of the popular yuletide drama, A Christmas
Carol, which was the first play performed on the new

DeWitt main

stage in 1971. The_play is being restaged

"as a Christmas gift to the

community

and a gesture of

appreciation for the support we've received," says the
theatre department faculty.

Tammi

John

of the theatre department faculty

is

again directing the play, using the same adaptationof

Charles Dickens' classicthat was performed 10 years
ago

:

an original script by prize-winningplaywrightFre-

derick Gaines, former

campus artist-in-residence.ProTammi of New York City has

fessional actor Tom V. V.

returnedto Hope to again play the lead role of Scrooge.
Seen by more than 5,000 in 1971, A Christmas Carol
reopened

Hope on Dec.

at

upcoming perfor-

3 with

mances scheduledduring Dec. 8-13. Ticket information
can be obtained by phoning the box office, (616) 3921449.
Theatre at Hope became a separate academic department

in

1968 and was an outgrowth

speech

of the earlier

department. Before the move to DeWitt, productions
were staged

former

in the tiny, fourth-floor attic of the

Science Building (since renovated and renamed Lubbers
Hall). How have the

new DeWitt

quarters changed the

department's approach?

"We now can play to audiences that number more
than 100, we can have more than 12 people on stage at
the same time, and we don't have to turn off the chemical

blowers before each show," responds John Tammi.

And

yet, surprisingly enough, in

change of surroundings has had

many ways

the

little effect. The

de-

partment's philosophy remains essentially unchanged:
to provide a

program that

stresses the expressionof

ideas through the development of skill, a program that

emphasizes the historicalrole of theatre as well as the
part

it

which

plays in contemporary society, a program

begins with curriculum and extends to performance,
and a program which offers theatre to the
community as a means of further exploring

liberal arts
the

human

condition..

These things

are being

accomplishedin DeWitt

just as

they were being accomplished under the eaves of the
Science Building. Of course, the department now has far
greater flexibilityand can stage plays that would

have

been technically impossibleon the old stage. A special
feature of the DeWitt main theatre has been the versatility of two basic stage configurations

:

a

proscenium and a

three-sided thrust. Downstairs, a smaller theatre offers
an arena, or four-sided, stage, which
for classesand

is

used frequently

student-written
and directed plays. Hope

'

theatre major Jenny Lyons describes this choice of stage

arrangements as "a distinct advantage" which
holds over

many

other educational theatre

Hope

facilities.

DeWitt has proved

to be a place of frequent after-

hours. Nearly 40 major productionshave been staged

someone's personal statement of

there as winter season fare alone, and characters ranging

cacy.

from Snoopy

the

has ever said they came to Hope to study theatre on the

life-hardenedwomen of Hell's Kitchen, have all been
rehearsedto life on the DeWitt stage, resulting in many

basis of the building alone.

Four members of the theatre

faculty

— Donald Finn,

Michael Grindstaff, George Ralph and John Tammi

—

were already teaching at Hope when the move was made
to DeWitt. Richard Smith, a scene and costume designer, was added to the teachingfaculty in 1972.

A

variety of areas of expertise held by the faculty enables
the department to offer a full range of courses in per-

formance, production,history and theory. Majors' programs

are individualized to

match vocational and educa-

tional goals. Guidelineshave been established for

com-

posite majors in theatre/dance and theatre/music. Stu-

dents further their training with internships in New
York City as part of the Great Lakes Colleges Association's arts semester,or by being part of the

Hope Sum-

Oedipus, from the love-lostJuliet

to

the

memorable theatre moments (see photo feature inside)
Audiences have grown dramatically, and a theatre patron program has been developed which provides invaluablefunding for guest artists,scholarships and
equipment — all of which help keep Hope in the
mainstream of educational theatre. Community awareness of Hope theatre is nurtured by the Theatre Guild
and a recently-begun Audience Education Program.
"We've used this threatre and we've filled it," is Don
Finn's summary of the decade. While the department
would hope to fill all 494 of DeWitt's seats at each
.

performance, that goal does not override other considerations

when making

play selections.The

department

human

"And

conditionand society."

very seldom does

in its contented mode,"

look at the

human condition

adds.

And so the DeWitt Center anniversaryseason offers
occasion to recognizeconsistencies and changes which
have occurred.Theatre at Hope, once an activity reserved only for those whose love of the art could sustain
the energy required to ascend three flights of stairs, has

now become a centerpiece of the campus and community. DeWitt has become a place to entertain friends,
yes, but also a place to enUghten and to expand understandings. Theatre at

Hope may now be under newer

and brighter spotlights, but the people who are responsible, year after year, for making the shows remain

committed to

mer Repertory Theatre ("a many-houred fulltime posi-

fare must be different from that offered by avocational

sake. The result

tion," the directors freely advise, but one which gener-

theatre groups. And there are other distinctions to be

ally offers correspondingly multiple rewards).The

made:
'We're concerned that our public understands that

it

Don Finn

"When everyone is sort of happy, that's boring
drama," offers John Tammi.

has held fast to its convictionthat educationaltheatre

Hope Summer Theatre celebrates its 10th anniversary

says

George Ralph, current chairman. "Theatre is not advoIt's exploration, it's revelation, it's understanding

The DeWitt theatre has been helpful in recruiting students to the program, although the faculty says no one

to

faith ... ,"

that old notion of theatre for theatre's

is a professionalism which depends little
on place and determinedly resists being hamstrung,

whatever the surroundings.
The building has enhanced the program, but the pro-
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1980
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Since moving into DeWitt, two Hope productions have been selected for regional competition in the American Theatre Festival. Bull Meloose
______
was an
entry in 1975 competition. Frederick Gaines wrote the originalscript and Roberta Carlson composed the originalscore. Both were guest
artists-in-residence
that year. Picturedare Kim Zimmer, currently a daytime television star, and Richie Hoehler, who is working professionally
in New York, while also teaching and taking courses.

Memorable Moments

Students play integralroles in Hope productions. Life with
Father, a 1978 production, was the first mainstage play directed by a student,Susan Moored. She is currentlya teaching assistant and M.F. A. candidate in directing at the University of Georgia in Athens. Costume design was also by a
student,Cynthia Lee, now a graduate assistant at the Univer-

Plays presented at Hope are sometimes evah. __
,

Mother Courage (1974), for instance, did not djjt
but is consideredmemorable by theatre faculi^^i
Chenoweth, who played the title role. On the offer f
artisticallywere neverthelessvaluablein terms ofwhi
as the cast worked together. Chenoweth is current!

Severalplays have premiered on the Hope Campus,

il,e

arts
the

Hope theatrestudents have had occasion to receive instruction from
Kukla and Ollie, as well as their creator. Burr Tillstromof television
fame. Tillstrom, who receivedan honorary degree in 1972, is a
teaching associateat Hope.

mm
Guest artistsenrich classrooms, rehearsals and the Hope stage, providing valuCranney of the
Gutherie Theatre in Minneapolis, who played the role of Falstaff in The Merry

able learning experiencesfor students.Visiting in 1972 was Jon
'valujdcfrom different points of view.
nolMtticularlywell at the box office,
:ulltfucause of the performance of Cheri
the oiler hand, some plays which failed
rmsolwhat was learnedand experienced
is currently working
in Chicago, after
WmBimte University.
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Their

Marks
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A professionin technicaltheatre did not
come automaticallyfor Robert Benchley III
'73, assistant technical director and instructor
at Boston University Theatre. After graduation, he held a blue-collar job for several years
before becomingassistant technical director of
theatre and staff photographer for Historic
New Harmony, Inc., in Indiana.Two years in
that job was followed by a six-month stint as an
assistant editor and photographer for the New
Harmony Times. Benchley has been at Boston
for two years.

Looking back to his undergraduate years, he
says: "I wasn't an exceptionallygood student
at Hope; after all, I came there with 19 years of
bad habits behind me, but what I left with was a
graspablefeeling for quality, and how to reach
it

.

.

Robert Benchley

.

III

Kim

Zimmer

Sarah Koeppe

Bill

Te Winkle

"The DeWitt Center opened during my
sophomore year, which enabled me to get in on
the ground floor of the new theatre. Filling that three months, and

space was a challenge. I was not aware if we
were fillingit with 'good' theatreat first, but
the knowledge that was gained by bringing a
dead space to life is immeasurable.What I
absorbed there after three full seasons and
three summer theatres was a strong feeling of
confidence,and a true sense for coming up with
a product of quality..."

,

Zimmer became a

star.

television

productions but in their trainingprogram as
well."

"While I was at Hope, the theatre department was still fairly new," she recalls."HowExperience in Hope theatreis not limited to
ever, what courses they did have to offer were
majors. Brad Williams '73 majored in art but
excellent as far as basic knowledgein the tech- was involved in many regular and summer
niques of performing. I felt very secure about season shows and went on to a career in televiwhat I'd learned in my two years, secure
sion puppetry and acting.For almost a year
enough to want to learn more."
now Williams has been a puppeteer for "Pinwheel," a Warner Amex cable TV program for
The Hope theatre program affordsunderTheatre is not all lights and costumesand
preschoolers.He also appears on cablevision as
classmen the same chances that juniors and
scripts. Theatre management is a behind-the- Kryspen on "Hocus-Focus,"
in segments taped
seniors have for involvementin all facets of
scenes business which is enhanced by a
from July, 1979 through March of this year.
production.Kim Zimmer played major roles as thorough understanding of the art. For the past He completed four years of graduate study in
a freshman in 1973, and is now a soap opera year Sarah Koeppe '77 (registered Sarah Cortheatre at the University of Connecticut with
star, playing Nola Aldrich on NBC's "The Doc- nelia with Actors Equity Association)has been an M.F.A. pending completion of his thesis.
tors," and preparing for a soon-to-be-filmed assistant stage manager, director of the internOf his years in Hope theatre, Williams says:
movie for Warner Bros.
ship program and casting coordinator of the
"There is a moment I recall when the scope
For the two years she was a Hope student, respectedVirginia Stage Company in Norfolk. and the benefits of my undergraduate training
she concentrated her studiesin the dramatic
were made vividly apparent to me. I was playPreviously,she had a positionin the adminisarts and was a company member in the Hope
trative departmentof Kentucky's Actors
ing the role of Orgon in a University of ConSummer Repertory Theatre. Convincedshe
Theatre of Louisville. She has been involved in
necticutproduction of Moliere's Tartiiffe.
wanted a career in acting, Zimmer left Hope the Hope Summer Repertory Theatre for six During one of the final dress rehearsals,the
and was accepted into the American Conser- seasons, serving last summer as production
vocal coach for the show, a member of the
vatoty Theatre in San Francisco. After a year of manager.
faculty, asked me where I had gotten my trainintense training there, she went to Chicago and
Koeppe originallybecame involved with
ing in voice and stage movement. She was
appeared in numerous stage performances,
theatre as an extracurricular
activity. "Hope's impressed by my acting and she wanted to
working with professionalsincluding Ricardo liberal arts education is very important to a
know if I had ever had professionalcoaching. I
Montalban, James Farentino,Michelle Lee and theatre student, because to produce theatre
told her that my only previous experience had
Nehemiah Persoff.She also toured the U.S., demands so much more than the art of acting.
been with the Hope College theatre depart"singing and dancing my heart out," she re- Theatre draws on the resources of every dement. .
calls, in live industrialshows for Goodyear,
partment," she says.
"Until that moment, I had had no more than
Koehler, Amoco and other major firms.
"The theatre facultyat Hope is an excepan inkling of what technique,knowledge, good
Two years ago she was called to New York to tional group of people.
. What they produce habits and other benefits of working with studo a three-day appearance on the daytime
is qualityand extremely professional.
There is dents and professionalshad 'rubbed off' on me
drama, "One Life to Live." Three days became great attentionbrought to detail, not only in during my associationwith Hope. Now that I
.

.

A

A dream for a midsummer's night in Holbecame possible when the DeWitt Center
was completed in 1971. The departmentpreits

first season of semiprofessional

summer theatre six months

after the main
theatre had been completed.
"We were foolhardy and young, enthusiastic about the building and anxious to work,"
recallsJohn Tammi, who has been involved as
director or codirector of all but two of the nine
summer seasons that have followed."Summer
theatre seemed a natural extension of our program, and the reason we decided to go ahead
with it that first year was that we felt we had
startedsomething during our first winter
season — that there was a movement of interest
in this building and our program.We wanted
to capitalize on that
, while the momentum
was with us."
During the first two seasons, smaller audiences and larger expenses than had been projected resultedin near financial doom for the
new venture, and the department almost gave
up. "I had started to think about a season that
would be very safe, with a small cast
something very simple and not too ambitious," says Tammi. "It really depressed me to
even think about that, and so I said, 'Let's not
do it at all.' " But the venture'sother planners,
Don Finn and Mike Grindstaff — who, unlike
.

.

.

—

j

.

Place for All

land

sented

.

have worked with other theatres and studied at
other schools, T can see that, though I might
not have been aware of it at the rime, there
were some pretty high -caliber influencesI was
absorbing while I was at Hope and that they are
in many ways responsiblefor whatever success
I have had so far."
Can a major in theatre serve a non-theatrical
career? Bill Te Winkle '76, a lawyer in
Sheboygan, Wis., is oneof many former Hope
theatre students who are now successfully engaged in professionsfar removed from
greasepaintand audiences:
An honors student at Hope, Te Winkle received his juris doctor degree from the University of Wisconsin-Madison
in May, 1979. The
followingmonth he joined the firm of Federer,
Grote, Rohde, NeuseS’fe Dales. His interest in
theatrical arts is maintained by participating in
a local readers' theatre group (and, not incidentally, by organizing the 10-year-anniversary
reunion of former Hope theatre students).
"The most valuable lesson I learned in my
theatre studies was that a good product (be it
performance, writing, or stage management)
comes about through unerring dedicationto
the goal. The formula for successwhich the
theatre faculty and staff taught me consisted of
thorough study, refined skill and a will to stay
with a project through the often long hours
needed to achieve a quality result.
.
"While I decided not to pursue a career in
theatre, the rigorous trainingI was offeredin
my theatre studies have served me well in my
endeavors."
.

.

Seasons

experience— argued for a three-yeartrial run.
Then Hope PresidentGordon Van Wylen gave
administrativebacking for one more season
and a former company member telephoned,
anxious to find out what was going to be happening that summer at Hope. Tammi again
picked up plans for the third season of summer
theatre at Hope and what resulted was a season
far removed from smallness and simplicity:
The Music Man, A Man for All Seasons and A
Midsummer Night's Dream was the combination which brought in the audiences, the reviewers, the recognitionand the turn of spirit.
Also that year the repertory format was established and summer theatrebecame financially
feasible. The successesof that '74 season have
carried over to every summer since. In 1976
the repertory format was expandedto include

the country who are selected at state and regional auditionsas well as private auditionsthe
directors hold in New York City. Each
year the company is bolsteredby Hope theatre
students who extend their educations by experiencingtheatre on a more professional level
and working with older, more experienced actors and actresses. A summer apprenticeprogram, involving mainly high school students,
provides the chance for theatre experience in
exchangefor much-needed labor. The Children's PerformanceTroupe, an outgrowthof
the summer company, presents improvisational and mobile plays for the delightof the

Hope

arts

consumers of tomorrow.

The summer theatre's developing reputation
as a good trainingground for young professionals is evident from the letters of inquiry
received throughoutthe year from young
four plays.
"Each season we try to provide a varietyof people who have been advisedto try out for the
theatrical experience,"says Tammi. "Musicals company. Several former company members
are a way to attract audiences,but we also want have gone on to successesin television and
professionaltheatre.
to give them a chance to see plays they
Not to be overlooked are the benefitsthe
wouldn't otherwise see. . .
"We have put a lot of care into the quality of Hope Summer Repertory Theatre has brought
our summer theatre. We want to do what we to Hope and West Michigan by bringing together collegeand community. Unlike some
do very well."
Much of the verve of the summer theatre has other town/gown exchanges which are purely
come from its semiprofessionalcompanies,
social in intent,summer theatre has been a
form of ongoing, community education.
consisting of young people from many parts of
.
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Hands-on Research Physics Keynote
A universityapproach in a liberalarts setting
the forte of the Hope College physics department.
"We involve essentially all our majors, as
undergraduates, in publishableresearch projects," says Dr. James van Putten, chairman of
the physics department. "The student's
classroom work is made releventby trying to
find out the unknown in the lab, by doing
something there that's never been done before.
That's our definitionof research."
Currently, for example, Hope students are
utilizing the department's 2.5 million volt Van
de Graff accelerator to study trace elements in
different brands of aspirin and lipstick.Other
Hope students use the microcomputerlab to
conduct process control experiments for local
industries. Still others, shielded by a 66-ton
concrete wall, are conducting experiments in
radioactivity and nuclear structure.
"Finding out the unknown" for Hope student physicists is not simply a matter of walking into a lab and finding all the equipment one
needs laid out alongside prepared experiment
instructions. Instead,students have a hand in
planning the experiments and, oftentimes,
helping to design and build the needed equipment. That concrete shielding wall, for example, was brought into being by student/faculty
efforts. Specializedmicrocomputers
are some
of the more sophisticatedinstruments which
students construct.Even the Van de Graaff
accelerator, which arrived 10 years ago in cartons without insthictions,was assembled by
students and faculty. "If we can't buy it, we
build it," van Putten says, simply.
The department's strong bent toward research mirrors Hope's long established philosophy of science education.During the past decStudents work on Van de Graaf accelerator.
ade, however, researchactivity in the physics
department has intensified, largely as a result $250,000 worth of new instruments has made
of the arrival of the accelerator which was pro- its way into physics labs during the past 10
vided for by seed money in a continuing tradi- years. The dollars needed to supply the labs
tion of grant-funded research.The vitality of
outstripsthe College'sability to provide. At
the facultyis made evident by the fact that
such times, the physics department has turned
during the summer of 1979, all seven faculty to its own resourcefulnessor obtained the
members were conducting student-assisted
re- necessary funds from industry, federal or
search which was funded by grants from the foundation grants.
federal government, private foundationsor inA good relationshipwith local industry is,
dustry. Last summer, the figure was six of the obviously, beneficial to the department.
seven. Naturally, as the research scope has
Moreover,it is another characteristic which
expanded, so have equipment needs. Over
sets Hope's program apart from many other
is

Recognition For Physics
Nothing

is

at

—

Over the

graduation— further strengthening the
College/industryties.
try have found ways to be mutually supportive
Hope's universityapproach has also resulted
of each other. Hope faculty and Student physi- in an outstanding graduate school acceptance
cists, for example, act as professionalconsul- rate. Experience of recent years has been that
tants for industry, while industry, through
each senior major has already been offered,
funding, has helped insure the availability and well before graduation, a graduate school
maintenance of necessary equipment. Because fellowship(in many cases, a prestigious named
of this amiable relationship, industry has be- scholarship)or a job offer which meets his or
come well acquainted with the quality of
her specifications.
Hope's physicsprogram. Therefore,area firms
Another development of the decade has been
have been eager to hire Hope physicists upon
the emergenceof a strong program in applied
physics to complement the already existing,
so-called "pure" experimentally-orientedprogram. Forexample, the accelerator — originally
purchased for basic research — is now also used
as a tool for more appliedexperimentation,
such as quick analyzing of trace elements in
2!
very small samples (parts-per-million
analysis
ideas in specified fields between German and
of milligram samples can be done in about 15
American researchers.
Mayer, professorsof physicsat Georgetown minutes).

Alumni

n
X
o
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Forever

John C. VanderVelde,professorof physics
the University of Michigan, is out to prove
that nothing of substance is forever,that all
matter eventually decays, even that long sacrosanct subatomic particle—the proton.
VanderVeldeand colleagues,whose research has been featured in The New York
Times and Time magazine, have set up an experiment site which will hopefully detect proton disintegration.
If successful, the experiment will end the assumption that matter is
permanent and also give direct evidencefor the
grand unificationtheory of nature.
Physicists calculate that protons have a mean
life of about 10,000 billion billion billion (1031)
years. Therefore,out of 1031 protons,only one
is likely to decay each year. VanderVeldeand
his colleagues,in an attempt to confirm thisdisintegration, are setting up an experiment in
a huge, specially-constructed
undergroundreservoir near Cleveland. This reservoir, when
completed in about six months, will be filled
with 10,000 tons of ultrapure water
containing more than 1033 protons. Experimenters figure that about 200 protons will
decay each year at the site. Each dying particle
should leave a distinct flash of light. These
flashes will be detected by special instruments.
VanderVeldesays they hope for some results
out about a year after the actual experiment has
begun.
VanderVeldeearned his master'sand Ph.D.
degrees from the University of Michigan. He
has been a member of the facultythere his

liberal arts physics departments.

years, the department and Holland-area indus-

University in Washington,D.C., is currently
at the Universityof Saarland in Saarbriickenas
the Humboldt-Preisawardee, conducting research in his specialty fields — physicalacoustics and ultrasonics.

r>

An even more obvious sign of the applied

n

•

trend can be found in the department's twoyear-old engineering curriculum. Previously, sO
OO
Hope students who wanted to become engineers spent three years on campus followed
His research has concentrated on the mea- by two years at a universityto obtain both a
surements of ultrasonic wave characteristics by bechelor of arts degree and an undergraduate
optical methods, the application of ultrasonics (or, in some cases, a master's)degree in ento the solid and liquid state, surface and intergineering.This best-of-both-worldaplan is
facial waves and nonlinear acoustics.
known as the 3-2 program. A similar, but less
John VanderVelde Walter Mayer
The author of approximately 70 scientific popular, 4-1 plan is also offered.
papers,Mayer is recognizedinternationally
as
Board of Governorsof the Michigan League
As the number of pre-engineeringstudents
an expert in his field.He has enjoyed uninterand a fellow in the ArrtfericanPhysicalSociety.
began to grow rapidly in recent years, the derupted research support throughout his 20He is the author of nearly 60 researcharticles.
partment decided that Hope students could
year career from the U.S. Navy, the National
benefit from gaining a sense of what engineerScienceFoundation, the U.S. Army, and, most
ing was all about before committingthemrecently, NATO in Brussels. He has been elecselves to the 3-2 or 4-1 programs. Five ented a fellow in The Acoustical Society of
gineering courses are now taught at Hope by
America, Britain's Institute of Physics and the
Dr. Robert Norton, who before joining the
Indian AcousticalSociety. He is associate
facu Ity was a stress analyst with the Jet PropulAlthough physicist Walter G . Mayer '53 has editor for two U.S. scientific journals.
sion Laboratory in Pasadena and, as such, was
had researchexchanges of one kind or another
A member of Technical Council of the
with at least a dozen countries,he never pre- American AcousticalSociety,, Mayer is chair- responsiblefor assuring the structural integsented a paper in Germany, nqyer gave a guest man of one of its National Technical Commit- rity of the antenna of the Voyager 1 spacecraft
lecture there, and never cooperated with any tees. He serves on the executive board of the which recently had its closest encounter with
German laboratories. Yet, it was the govern- InternationalNonlinear Acoustics Symposia, Saturn.
ment of the Federal Republic of Germany
having served on the presidium of this organiAlthoughthe department has expanded and
which last spring presented Mayer with one of zation at Lomonosov University in Moscow.
diversified in the past decade, its programsrethe most prestigious awards available to U.S.
He has presentedpapers in many foreign countain the strong commitment to research exscientists.
tries and sat on thesis boards for several overperience,says van Putten.
Mayer was named a recipient of the
seas universities.
"We try to teach by having studentsdo real
Humboldt-Preis, an award given to senior U.S.
Mayers holds the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees things in the labs. This accounts, I believe, for
scientists who have gained international
repu- from Michigan State University.He has been a their success when they graduate. They're ca-

o

International

Reputation

win
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Fall

Hope College enjoyed one of its finest fall percentage (96 of 101).
sports seasons in history this year, finishing The team set attendance records for the two
no worse than third place in the standings of year old Holland Municipal Stadium. The
any of the six MIAA
opening game crowd againstGrand Valley
In addition,the women's field hockey team State was a single game record (6,308) while
captured a state championshipwhile the cross the average for four dates (3,829) is considered
country squad won the NCAA Great Lakes a new record.
Regional title and were in top ten nationally. Hope players named to the MIAA allThe soccer team captured the MIAA cham- conference football team included offensive
pionship behind their best record in history tackle Scot Van Der Meulen of Holland,
(14-2) while the cross country team
Mich., Damon, Bekius, and defensive end
co-championwith
Todd Wolffis of Wyoming, Mich.
The football team finishedsecond in
Damon was voted the most valuable player
MIAA race while the golfers were third, the while senior Mike Disher of Lakeview, Mich,
volleyballsquad was second, and the field was selected recipient of the Allen C. Kinney
hockey team finished
MemorialAward v^hich is given by the football
The impressive fall season results allowed coaching staff on the basis of maximum overall
Hope to take a commanding lead in the
contributionto the team,
all-sports race, an honor claimed by the Flying Selected co-captainsof the 1981 team were
Dutchmen in
Wolffis and Karl Droppers, a junierj from
After fall competition Hope totaled 41 all- Franklin Lakes, N.J.
sports points, followed by Albion with
Bekius, Damon and Spencer were named
Olivet 23, Calvin 22, Alma 19, Adrian 18 and to the Great Lakes All- Academic football team.

races.

was
Calvin.
the

third.

MIAA

1979-80.

29,

Kalamazoo 16.

SOCCER
QuarterbackMark Spencer

set several career passing

and

total offense records.

The FlyingJDutchmenenjoyed

FOOTBALL
The Flying Dutchmen were

their

most

successful season ever, posting a school record
a

team

trast this season, losing their first four

of

con-

14 wins while capturing the MIAA championnew coach Gregg Afman.
The team had one streak of 10 consecutive
victories enroute to a school record 55 goals
compared to their opponents' 17.
Junior midfielderPaul Fowler of Albany,
N.Y. was voted the MIAA's most valuable
player. He either scored a goal or had an
assist in all but two of the team's games. He
led the team in scoring with 12 goals and 11

games, ship under

but rebounding to win four of their last five.
Junior quarterback Mark Spencer of
Traverse City, Mich, set career records for
total offense,pass completions and passing
yardage and tied the career mark for pass
attempts. He also set a single season record
for pass completions.
Senior tight end Paul Damon of Grand
Rapids, Mich, set career records in pass
receptionsand reception yardage (1,237).
Senior kicker Greg Bekius of Whitehall,
Mich, improved his own career records in

assists.

Other Hope playersnamed to the all-MIAA
team were sophomore Todd Kamstra of Farmington, Mich., and freshman Al Crothers of

j

l

Season

in

Sports

Coach Bill Vanderbilt'sFlying Dutchmen
raced to their first-ever championshipin the
NCAA Division III Great Lakes Region after
staging a brilliant comeback in MIAA competition.

The Dutchmen had lost a key MIAA dual
meet to Calvin early in the season, *but were
unbeatable in the league run, forcingthe
Knights to share the championshipfor the
second straight year.
Hope finishedsixth in the national NCAA
Division III championships, the highest ever
for an MIAA school. The team wascheered-on
by many alumni and friendsalong the Universityof Rochester, N.Y. course.
Hope has either won or shared the MIAA
cross country championshipevery year since
1973.
Junior Mark Northuis of Grand Haven,
Mich., won the MIAA meet run on the Hope
course in record time.
A week later freshman Steve Underwood of
East Lansing raced to the individual championship in the Great Lakes run, covering the same
Hope course in yet another record clocking.
Northuis and Underwood were voted to the
all-MIAA team.
Northuis was voted the team's most valuable rutmer for the second straight year while

All-league golfer Jamie

Drew

Freshman Dave Bopf of Napa, Calif, was
voted the team's most improvedplayer while
Fowler, sophomore Tom Park of East Lansing,
Mich, and junior Scott Savage of Rochester,
N.Y. were elected tri-captains of the 1981
team.

senior Larry Kortering of Zeeland, Mich, was
voted the most improved runner.
Northuis and sophomore John Victor of
Zeeland were elected co-captainsof the 1981
team.

COUNTRY

In recent years cross country has been
Hope's standout sport and the 1980 season was
no exception.

elected the team's most valuable

golfer while senior John

Votaw

of

Johnson

City, Tenn. was voted the most improved.
Sophomore Craig Stevens of Plymouth,Mich,
was elected captain of the 1981 team.

FIELD

HOCKEY

Hope College captured the Michigan

AIAW

Division III state championship in field hockey
this fall.
After finishing third in the

MIAA

race coach

Anne Irwin'sFlying Dutch put together three
brilliantperformances in the state tournament
to bring home the championshiptrophy for
the first time in the school'shistory.
The team advanced to the Midwest
Regionals,but were not able to record a victory
in two tries. They finishedthe season with a
10-6 record.
Three Hope players finishedamong the
league'stop ten scorers — junior Mary Lou
Ireland of Nashua, N.H., senior Susan Allie of
Dearborn, and sophomore Polly Tamminga of

Bozeman, Mt.
Senior Barb Herpich of Pittsford, N.Y. was
voted the most valuable player while Heather
Decker, a sophomore from Grand Rapids,
Mich, was honored as the most improved.
Ireland, and Polly Tamminga. were elected
co-captainsof the 1981 team. Lynn Forth, a
junior from No. Syracuse, N.Y. was voted
most valuable player on the jayvee team.

VOLLEYBALL
GOLF
Hope improved its positionin the

Hope enjoyed

MIAA

standings,finishingthird.

CROSS

Drew was

Dec.,
1980
NFHC

Senior Jamie Drew of Bloomfield Hills,
Mich, tied for second in the individualscoring
race, averaging 78.6 strokes for each of the
seven league tournaments. He was all-MIAA
three straight years.

its winningest season ever,
posting an impressive 29-4 record while
finishingrunnerupin both the MIAA and
the AIAW Division III state tournament.
Junior Elsie Perez of Isla Verde, P.R. led the
MIAA in scoring for the second straight year
while teammate Joe Van Heest, a Senior from
Holland, Mich., was runnerup.
Both Perez and Van Heest were elected to
the AIAW all-state team.
Perez was voted the team's most valuable
player and captain of the 1981 team. Lynn
DeBruyn, a sophomore from Palos Heights,
111. was voted the team's most improved
player. Linda Percy, a freshman from St.
Joseph, Mich, was voted the most valuable
jayvee player while Cindy Shimp, a sophomore from Ann Arbor, Mich., was named
most improved.

Junior Mark Northuis ran to
country title.

MIAA

I
1980
Dec.,
NFHC

I

i

1

Class of 1970 — Row 1: Lois McAlister Mulder 71, Andrew Mulder, Lynne Hendricks 73,
Denny Hendricks, Robb Robbins, Ruth Huizenga 71 Robbins, Susan Corlett, Andrew Corlett,
David Corlett, Dick Malone, Sue Malone.
Row 2: Harry Rumohr, Jill Nyboer Rumohr, Jill Leach Kelly, Jan Pruiksma Baker, Karin
Granberg-Michaelson,
Wesley Granberg-Michaelson'67, Duane Schecter, Susan Daniels
Schecter, Mary Elden, Connie Aldrich Qualman, Al Qualman.
Row 3 : Carter Bolton, Susan Wierda Bolton, Debbie DeYoung Market, Steven Markel, Carolyn
MacGregor Schondelmayer,Janice Huizinga Lenehouts, John Leenhouts '69, Sandra Pickut,
Thomas Taylor, Caroline Chapman Taylor, Susan Ward, Steve Ward.
Row 4: Bob Peterson, Lorrie Peterson, Linda Vanderhyde,Ruby Beatson, Barbara Gleichmann
Dillbeck, Donna Martin Wood, Thom Working '69, Julie Kooiman Working, Dan Colenbrander, Mary Zuidema Colenbrander , Peg Adams Faulman, Robert Faulman.
Row 5: Kathy Miller, David Rigg, Margaret Rigg, Carol Wilterdink Davis, Barbara Skidmore

Mezeske,Jeanne DeVette, Allen Pedersen, Eileen Verduin Beyer, Thomas Beyer.
Row 6: Al Spitters, Cecile GaillardSpitters, Cathy Smith Baker, Steve Baker, Eileen Reus Van
Pernis, Paul Van Pemis, Christine Peacock Powers, Carole Mouw DeVos, David DeVos.
Row 7: Marlene Van Hoord, Glenn Van Noord, Jim Bowman, Nathelee Roelofs Bowman,
Howard Veneklasen, Eric Ratering,George Vanderhyde,Thomas Kooistra,Stanley Sterk, Fern
Frank 71 Sterk.
Row 8: William Strampel, Jerry Vanderwall, Gwynne Bailey Vanderwall, Carol Pearce
McGeehan, Dorothy Warner Lotterman, Andy Tiggleman, Gerri Immink Tiggleman, Dave
Schreuder, Jane Benedict Schreuder.
Row 9: Mary Goeman 71 Miller, Alan Miller, George McGeehan '69, John Greller, Jane
Kasmersky Greller,Andy Atwood, David Atwood, Janet Baxter 72 Atwood.

Row

^

<

10: Michael Hansen, Deanna Hansen, Fran Thomas, David Thomas.

—

Ua

Class of 1975 — Rowl: Nora Bauman, Mary VleigerDeYoung, Janet Koop Brondyke, Glenn Bell, Sandi Balducci Miller, Margo Merchant, Pat Kort Klingenberg, Shirley Jousma lanLowe, Gerladine Tensen-Eadie , Loretta Sue Baxter, Nanette Inman Courson,Linda Hawkins narone, Jean Boven Norden, Kathy Kitchenmaster Berger, Mary Lee Wilkinson, Teresa Zweering, Carol Kornoelje, Lynn Hermenet Kamps, William Boersma, TomDekker, Mary JoDekker.
Murrry, Sue VanBranteghem Ansel, Linda Guth Trout, Bob Trout, Mary Sue Weston,
Marica-Anne Beard, Jeanie Postmus Averill, Joan Donaldson,Bruce Averill, John Van Voo- Mark Van Oostenburg72, Susan Callam 74, Suzanne Champagne 77 TeBeest, Bob Klein,
Nancy Hogroian Leonard, Rosemary Nadolsky.
rhees.
Row 4: Janice Fraaza, Joan Hondorp Stafford,Larry Balkema, Ted Swartz, Harvey Burkhour,
Row 2: LuAnn Trout, Carol Morse Pearson, Kathy Jo Blaske, Jane Voogd Lowe, Jan Weitz,
Bob
Myers, Neil Clark, Dave DeKok, John Koeppe, Bill Walters, Paul lannarone, Ken Hoesch,
Kristine Musco David, Linda Butler Wenrich, Cynthia Arnold Pocock, Mary Zondervan, Mary
Allen Heneveld, Bill DeBlock, John Heschle, Dick Kamps, Steve DeYoung, Don Wickstra, Matt
Fenton, Julia Seaman Drier, Phyllis Henseler O' Connell, James O'Connell, Jr., Julie Morcellus
Rumpsa, Nick VerHey, Laurel Riekse Hoesch, Katie Hoesch, Vicki Wiegerink Rumpsa, Gordon
Van Oostenburg,Elizabeth Zack Riesen, Heather Riesen.
” .....

^
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Del Huisingh '55 was electedto the Holland Christian School Board of Trustees.
Dr. Arte Brouwer '56 is vice president of Bread for
the World campaign.
1920s
Milton Lubbers '56 represented Hope College at
Harmon Voskuil '20 is a volunteer at Wood
the inauguration of JeffreyHollandas President of
County Hospital in Bowling Green, Ohio, visiting Brigham Young University.

Services at Eagle Village, a residentialtreatment

class notes

up to 30 patientsa day.

Phyllis Sienstra '58

Jan VanderPloeg '22 and his wife spent

last

May

touring northern Netherlands.

DeFouw

is

teaching in a

center for boys in Hersey, Mich.
Philip

new

program for giftedstudents in the WilloughbyEastlake, Ohio school system.
Carol Hondorp '59 Wagner represented Hope Col-

James Neckers '23 received the fourth annual
Willis Moore Award for "recognition of outstanding lege at the inauguration of Dr. Gerlad Van
serviceto AAUP and SIU" (SouthernIllinois Uni- Groningen as the fourth president of Trinity Chrisversity).

tian College, Palos Heights,

Julius Schipper '28 is mission coordinator for the
Chapel in University Park in Akron, Ohio.

.

Nancy Sonne veldt

The Rev. William Hillegonds '49 was guest
preacher at Christ Memorial Reformed Church's
second annual Festivalof Preaching in Holland,
Mich.

1950s
Eugene Marcus '50 is

vice

president of administra-

tion at the General Offices of Joseph T. Ryerson
Sons, Inc. in Chicago.

&

1960s

Wynetta Devore '51 is a member of the faculty of
the School of Social Work at Syracuse University.

She

also

worked on

a social

work text book with

colleagues at Rutgers University Graduate School
Where she just completedher doctoral work.

StanleyVanderAarde'53 was named Alumnus of
the Year at NorthwesternCollege, Orange City, la.
Hillis Timmer '54 was elected to the Holland Christian School Board of Trustees.

phy and religion and responsiblefor the administrative system at Curry College in Milton, Mass.

Don McClow '66 is public information specialist at
U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md.
Randall Miller '67 published his fifth book: The
Kaleidoscopic Lens: How Hollywood Views Ethnic
Groups.
Graydon Blank '68 is principalof Lajngsburg
(Mich.) High School.
Michael Dillbeck '68 is directorof Family Support

Edward Young

Bruce White '68 moved his dentistry practiceto a
new office in Bay City, Mich. He is part-owner of a
lumber company in Midland.
Ruth Vander Burgh '69 is teaching elementary
music in Waldport,Ore.

Lynn Quackenbush '74 Zick is elementaryband
directorfor Jenison, Mich, public schools.

'70 is artistic directorof

"The

Acting Group," a group of professionalactorsbased
in Holland, Mich.

Gwynne

Bailey '70 Vanderwall represented Hope
College at the inauguration of Frank Everson Van-

'62 Miller was elected to the

anatomy at Loyola Medical School.
James Bekkering '65 represented Hope College at
the inauguration of Dan Martin as president of
Cranbrook Educational Community.
ChristianBuys '66 was given an award by the
American Philosophical Society to do libraryresearch on ancient Chinese ships.
John Hahnfeld '66 is associateprofessorof philoso-

was named 1980 Realtor of

1970s

HollandChristian School Board of Trustees.
Ingrid von Reitzenstein'62 is the German teacher
Paul Brouwer '31, Ph.D., represented Hope Col- at Mundelein (111.)High School.
lege at the inauguration of David Ragone as president Richard Brand '63 is a registered representative
of Case Western ReserveUniversity.
with First of Michigan Corporation.
The Rev. William Gaston '36 retired from fulltime Linda Hepbum '63 Buckner completed the learnministry in September.
ing disabilities program at Oregon College of EducaThe Rev. Dave Lam an '36 retiredfrom active
tion and became an L.D. specialist in Hillsboro,Ore.
ministry in RCA after 41 years.
Esther Huyser '63 Kunnen is a part-time 7th grade
Earl Faber '38 retiredfrom his dentistry practice reading teacher and part-time gifted-talentedcoorafter 38 years.
dinator for Grandville, Mich, public schools.
George Jacob '63, Ph.D. is assistantsuperinten1940s
dent of business and personnel for Lowell, Mich,
Gordon Albers '42 is marketingand business de- area schools.
velopmentofficer of the Bank of Albuquerque,N.M. Arlyn Lanting'63was elected to the Holland ChrisThomas Boslooper '45 provided the design for the tian School Board of Trustees.
gold medal awarded in the Avon Marathon.
Robert Jones '64 is manager for employee relations
Raymond Huizenga '47 has retired from teaching for the General Purpose Control Departmentof Genafter 33 years in the Hudsonviile(Mich.) Junior
eral Elearic in North Carolina.
High School.
Tom Van Dyke '64 has resigned as principal of Bath
Dr. Ernest Post, Jr. '48 was named JuniataCollege's Middle School. He plans to enter the ministry.
second W. Newton and Hazel A. Long Professor of Fred Wekeman'64,Ph.D., is associate professorof
History.

of

the Year by the Sheboygan County (Wis.) Board of
Realtors.

MadelineSlovenz

111.

1930s

Rauwerdink'68

William Whitlock '74 is a partner in the law firm
Landman, Luyendyk, Latimer, Clink and Robb in
Muskegon, Mich.

J .

diver as president of North Texas State University.

'74 is a pediatricresident in

news
alumni

dentistry at Cinncinati Children's Hospital.

Niel Clark '75 is an admissions representativefor
Bethany (W.V.) College.
Dave DeKok '75, reporter for the Shamokin, Pa.
News-Item, won the second place 1979 Herbert
Bayard Swope Award for excellencein news writing.
The Rev. John Heschle '75 was electedsecretaryof
the Catholic ClericalUnion, Chicago Chapter. He is
chairman of the pastoralcare committeeat Morrison

Community Hospital.

(111.)

David Rawlings '75

is

assistantdirector for

neuropsychological assessments at the Psychological
Evaluation and Treatment Center, Inc. and the

Margaret Sudekum '71 is an insurance investigator
for Equifax in Grand Rapids, Mich. She is also on the
Center for Holistic Medicine, a privateclinic, in East
training staff for "Switchboard,"a volunteer crisis
Lansing, Mich.
intervention phone line.
J anet Stephan '75 graduated from the University of
Carol Rynbrandt'71 Willson is assistantvolVirginia.
leyballcoach at Western Michigan University.
Timothy VanderHaar '75 was ordained into the
Howard Ducharme '72 is enrolled in the doctoral ministry by the Classisof East Sioux, Iowa, RCA.
program at Oriel College of Oxford University in
David Gerber'76 is residentchaplain at the UniverEngland.
sity of North Carolina Memorial Hospital in Chapel
Steve Farrar '72 is assistantdean of the School of Hill. He will be ordained into the ministry by the
Allied Health Professions, Ithaca College, Ithaca,
Albany Classisin Delmar, N.Y.
N.Y.
Bruce Honholt '76 is practicingoptometry at the
Barb Tommola '72 teaches high school physical
Naval Hospital at the Naval Air Station in Lemoore,
education and coaches varsity sports in Greenville

N.Y.

Donna Drake '73 Annillo is a

controller for an

industrialcontractor and is working on an M.Ed.
degree at William Patterson College, Wayne, N.J.

The Rev. Roger DeYoung '73 is pastor of the
Winnebago (Neb.) Reformed Church.
Cathleen Work '73 Draper is teaching gifted 5th
and 6th graders in Bothell, Wash, and managing a
40-unit apartmentbuilding.
Greg.KIambacher'73 is working at the South
Pacific Field Training Center in New Guinea while
waiting for a visa to Indonesia, where he plans to
engage in languagestudy.
.
David Leestma '73 has been appointed directorof
the Boy's Choir Program at the Crystal Cathedral, in
additionto his studiesas dean of the PerformingArts
Center at the Cathedral.
Carol Van Voorst '73 is vice consul at the U.S.
Consulate General in Rotterdam.She was commissioned into the Foreign Service in

May.

Calif.

Russell Johnson '76
Elkhart, Ind.
Bolt

Moore

is

employed by G.

L.

Perry of

'76 is a manufacturers' representative

stampings, sheet metal and other industrialmetal
fabrications.
for

Dave

V

anderHaar

'76

is

workingfor

the

la

w

fi

rm of

Fagre and Benson in Minneapolis, Minn.

David Whitehouse '76 is teaching at Christ School
for Boys in Arden, N.C.
Dwayne Boyce '77 is an account representativefor
Herman Miller in New York City , marketing to large
selectedaccounts.

John McMurtry '77 is a student teacher in biology
at Downers Grove (111.)North High School.
Margaret Patterson'77 is a premium auditor for
New Jersey ManufacturersInsurance Company.
Robert Post '77 is doing graduate work throughthe
departmentof pharmacology and toxicology at
Michigan State University.
Abigail Woodby '77 Searls is a 2nd grade teacher
for Zeeland, Mich, public schools.
E. Catherine Miller '77 Storaceis a clinical associate in Oral Oncology at Boston University Medical

Randall Wilterdink '73 is supervisor of process
chemistryin the agriculturalchemical production
facility of American Cyanamid, Hannibal,Mo.
Mary Zaleta '73 is assistantprofessor of chemistry Center.
at Augustana College in Sioux Falls, S.D.
Heniy Tsoi '77 is an electroencephalograph techniChadwick Busk '74 is a staff attorney with Meijer cian in the neurophysiologydepartmentat
Inc., Grand Rapids, Mi.
MethodistHospital in Texas.
H. David Claus '74 is corporate vice president for Mary Jo Bertsch '78 is a second-year student at
marketingand community relationsfor the South- Wayne State University School of Medicine.
westernMichigan Health Care Association.
Greg Bliss '78 is an assistant researchanalyst at Leo
Michael Cooper '74 has joined the new law firm of Burnett in Chicago, 111.
Miles, Dreyer and DuBois.
Julie Weaver '78 Bonnette is a teacher in the miCapt. Daniel Dykstra '74 has reported for duty at
grant program at the West Ottawa Middle School in
Marine Corps Development and Education ComHolland, Mich.
mand, Quantico,Va.
Judy Diephouse '78 is a learningdisabilities teacher
Peggy Thoman '74 Huber is office manager and in the Grand Haven, Mich, school system.
assistantcorporate secretary for Ingersonn-RandFi- Paul Hansen '78 is minister in charge of parish life
nancial Services Corporation in Reno, Nev.
and outreach functions at People's Church in CanTerry Major '74 is associatescientist in the Anti- ton, Mich.
HypertensiveUnit, Pharmacology Department for Gary '78 and PriscillaBartels '78 Oster are servWamer-Lambert/Parke-Davis.
ing with Wycliffe Bible Translators at Yarinacocha,
-n
Janet Boger'74 Mignano is a computer programer Peru.
for K Mart International Headquartersin Troy,
Nancy Campbell '78 Post is a physicaltherapistat
Mich.
Ingham County Hospital in Lansing, Mich.
Dale Rice '74 and his wife Sue spent five weeks in Lorie Shier '78 is on internship from Western
r>
p
the Middle East on a mission trip with Navigators.
«
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news about Hopeites
Please use the space below for news that you'd like to communicateto your fellow Hopeites.
Tell us about appointments and promotions, experiencesthat have been meaningful to you,
honors that have come your way, travels, hobbies, or ideas that you think are worth sharing
with others.This form should also be used to inform us of marriages, births, and advanced
degrees. If you have recentlybeen featuredin a local newspaperor other publication,please
attach clippings.

Name

-Class year-

(Women
Street

should include maiden names)

Phone

.

City

(

_State_

Check here

if

this is a

-Zip

Code_

new address

news notes

Members

during (1948), Ron Bos (1953) and Russ DeVette
former (1947). Not pictured are Paul Benes (1959)
basketballplayers who earned MIAA most
and Ekdal Buys, Jr. (1962). The H-Club also
valuable honors. Pictured above are (seated)
honored the 1965 MIAA championshipbasFloyd Brady (1967-68) and Clare Van Wieren ketball team and paid tribute to Gordon
(1966). Standing are Ray Ritsema (1958 and Brewer '48 for his leadershipas athletic
1960), Jim VanderHill (1963), Don Mulder
director.
their annual

of the

H-Club paid

tribute

Homecomingluncheon

to

Send

to:

Alumni Office, Hope

College, Holland, Michigan 49423

17

Theological Seminary at BethesdaHospital in De-

Leland Huber and Peggy Thoman 74, Sept. 6, 1980,
Ridgewood, N.J.
Joseph Jeffrey and Lynn Davis '80, Oct. 4, 1980,
Flint, Mich.
Gary Knight and Kimberly Osterman '80, Aug. 9,

versity.

Sam Aidala '80 is a mathematicsteacher at Pine
, serving as chaplain on an inpatientunit.
Marcia VandenBerg '78 is assistant directorof ad- Bush High School.
missions at Nazareth College in Kalamazoo, Mich. Carol Amoldink '80 is a high school special educanews
alumni
David VanderVelde'78 is a spectroscopistat the tion teacher at Houcon (Wis.) High School.
Diane Barr'80 is attending Western MichiganUniMidwest Regional NMR Center in 111.
Ryan Adolph '79 is assistantcoordinator for Joan versity Graduate School of Social Work.
Masters& Sons, inc., executive business services. Robert Bos '80 is a volunteer for LutheranSocial
Colleen Cochran '79 Borgeld is a math consultant Services in Washington, D.C.
Debbie Bussema '80 is teaching in a learning disfor grades 1-8 at St. Alphonsus School, Grand
abilities resource room in Cadillac (Mich.) Middle
Rapids, Mich.
School. She will also be coaching and helping in extra
Debbie Bruininks '79 is school psychologist in
curricularactivities.
Lake County, Fla.
Deborah Gerber '79 is a notary public for the State Lou Czanko '80 is teaching physical education,
math and science at the junior and senior high in
of Florida.
Sharon Carnahan '79 Gerber is working on her White Cloud, Mich.
Ph.D. in developmentalpsychologyat the Univer- Paul Hospers '80 is a computer programmer for
IBM in Rochester, Minn.
sity of North Carolina - Chapel Hill.
Donna Kocher '79 is a women's dormitoryhead JocelynMand '80 was awarded second place honors
residentand works part-time in the Advising, Coun- in the PSI CHI J.D. Guilford UndergraduateReselingand Career Development Center at Alma Col- search Competition with her entry of a paper entitled
"How Permanent are Memories for Real Life
lege, Alma, Mich.
Barb Long ’79 is an editorof specializedjournals in Events."
internalmedicine and dermatologyfor the American Bob Miller '80 is a recording engineer at Genesis
nver, Col.

Medical Association in Chicago.
Larry McIntosh'79 is an account executive at an
advertising agency in Detroit, Mich.
Steve Prediger '79 is coordinator of youth minisChrist Memorial Reformed Church in Hol-

1980

Lawrence McIntosh 79 and Susan Hansen,July 26,
1980
Kim Norris 79 and Sheri Burkhart 79, Feb. 16, 1980
Russell Paarlberg 77 and Heidi Sur 79, Aug. 17,
1980, New Brunswick,N.J.
David Rawlings75 and Sharon Hanlon, Aug. 29,
1980, Minneapolis, Minn.
James Searls,Jr. and Abigail Woodby 77, Sept. 6,
1980, Holland, Mich.
William Seiberling 79 and Laura Cooper,Oct. 18,
1980, Holland, Mich.
Anthony Storace and Catherine Miller '77, June 21,
1980
Paul Timmer 76 and Susan Goff, Sept. 6, 1980,
Chicago,

Sept. 19, 1980, Ionia, Mich.
Michael Visscher '81 and MicheleMainwaring '80,

Aug. 16, 1980, Dearborn,Mich.
Nevin Webster79 and Elissa Van Gent '80, Aug. 23,
1980, Zeeland, Mich.
Jeffrey Willsonand Carol Rynbrandt 71, July 25,
1980

Studios in Chicago.

.

at

.

Wake

Forest University.

Tom

births

111.

Thomas Trierweiler and Cynthia Breuninger79,

D. Patrick O'Sullivan '80 is working on his
M B A. at Babcock GraduateSchool of Management

Pierson '80 is teaching 7th and 8th grade science and math and coaching junior varsity and varland, Mich.
sity footballin Ten Sleep, Wy.
Penny Seiberling'79 is playing bass for ''240
Front," a Grand Rapids area band playing primarily Martha VandenBerg '80 is attending Western
their originalmusic. The band was recently featured Michigan University for an M.B.A. in finance.
Deb Walker '80 is attending medical school at
on the same show with Eddie Money in Grand
Michigan State University.
Rapids.
Jane Visser '79 VanderVeldeteaches freshman
composition at the University of Illinois while working on an M.A. in English education.
tries at

1980
DouglasKoopman 79 and Gayle Boss 79, Aug. 23,
1980, Holland, Mich.

advanced
degrees
Greg Bliss 78, M. A., advertising,June 1980, MichiThe Delta Phi sorority staged a ribbon-cutting gan State University
Shirley Brown '69 Dayton, M.A:, education, Aug.
ceremony on Homecoming Saturdayto for-

mally open their new house, the first sorority 1980, Ball State University
working towards a M.A. in
Phyllis Sienstra '58 DeFouw, M.Ed., special
living uniton campus. Fourteervofthe Delphis'
education-gifted '
labor and industrialrelationsat MichiganState Uni- George '69 and Mary Lynn Koop '69 Arwady, Rand
membership of 51 live in the house, which
Wynette Devore '51, Ed.D., Oct. 1980, Rutgers
Charles, June 26, 1980, Saginaw, Mich.
is the former Crispell Cottage on 12th St. The
University
Robin and Sarah Myhre '73 Barber, Elizabeth Anne,
Michael Dillbeck '68, M.S.W., June 1980, Michigan
ceremony brought together the oldest living
•Jan. 17, 1980, Holland,Mich.
Warren '77 and Nola Berens, Robin Ann, July 19, Delphi alumna, Clara Reeverts'19, of Holland State University
CathleenWork 73 Draper,M.A., education, July
1980, Hamilton, Mich.
and her great-niece,Marianne Dykema, the
1980
Dennis and MargaretWelmers '67 Bertolarhi,Chris- current president of the sororitywho hails
Lynda Boven 73 Farrar, M.S., curriculum and intine Jean,*Aug.1, 1980, Fla.
100 years ago, ---from Spring Lake, Mich. Miss Reeverts says struction, English linguistics,Aug. 1980, Cornell
Michael '72 and Virginia Foss '73 Boelens, Gretchen
Jan., 1881 — Hopeites braved a severe Michiwomen students of today are far more outUniversity
Leigh, Oct. 4, 1980, Grand Haven, Mich.
gan winter,with lake ice estimated at 1 Vi -2 ft.
Steve Farrar 72, Ph.D., educational administration
Richard '73 and Barbara Kastelin '74 Boss, Richard going than they were in her day, and she
and organizational behavior,Dec. 1980, Cornell
thick. News reached Holland that the Macalso thinks they have more fun — because of
Steven, II, June 12, 1980, Newaygo, Mich.
University
kinaw Straits were solidly frozen, with horses David '68 and Joyce Borgman '72 DeVelder, fewer rules and more money. She says her
Paul Hesselink '65, Ph.D., English, Aug. 1980, UniNathaniel Bram, Oct. 21, 1980
daring to traverse from shore to shore.
sorority membership provided "a wonderful
versity of Chicago
Michael'68 and Sherry Dillbeck,Andrew Michael,
Jan. 27, 1881 — The annual Day of Prayer for
way to get acquainted with others and form
Bruce Honholt 76, O.D., May 1980, Ferris State
Oct. 13, 1979, Reed City, Mich.
Colleges was observed with services in the
College of Optometry
Andres '79 and Debra Stanford '77 Fierro,Jesse To- friendships,"many of which proved to be
Donna Kocher 79, M. A., collegestudent personnel,
Hope chapel.
lifelong.
mas, Oct. 14, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Aug. 30, 1980, Bowling Green State University
Winter, 1881 — A trip up river to Spring Lake Carl '74 and Barbara Koop '74 Folkert, Timothy
Esther Huyser '63 Kunnen, M.A., May 1980,
resultedin the report that approximately 12
William,Aug. 14, 1980, Fulton, 111.
Gordon 72 and Sharon Renkes, Rachel Ann, July
Michigan State University
sawmills were in operation there, with most of Daniel '78 and Laurie Lane '75 Gallant, Katherine 26, 1980, Ames, la.
Russell Paarlberg 77, J.D., May 10, 1980, Indiana
Anne,
Sept. 22, 1980, Baldwinsville,N.Y.
Gary
and
Judi
Kragt
73
Rutledge,
Timothy
Marc,
them running day and night.
University
Henry and Gayle Greenhalgh '77 Goedhart,David Oct. 5, 1978, Andrew Robert, Aug. 19, 1980, ColJoan Ten Hoeve '50 Paul, M.A., elementaryeducaPaul, Aug. 18, 1980, Holland, Mich.
umbus, Ohio.
tion, June 1980, Western Michigan University
50 years ago .....
John '66 and Carol Jacobusse '68 Hahnfeld, adopted Phil 72 and Mrs. Schaap, Jesse Michael, Oct. 16,
E. Catherine Miller '77 Storace, D.M.D., June 13,
1930 — Miniature golf was Holland's newest
Rachel Noel, Aug. 12, 1980, Milton, Mass.
1980, Holland, Mich.
Thomas and Julianna Beretz '70 Hathaway, Susanna Allan 71 and Leah Wahry 73 Scrafford, Robin 1980, Tufts University School of Dental Medicine
sport.
John Stout 79, M.A., counseling, Dec. 6, 1980,
Michelle and Julie Anne, S"ept. 8, 1980, Thendora,
1930 — The anchor student newspaper began to Clare, Sept. 27, 1980, Princeton, N.J.
Michigan State University
Dennis
'70 and Lynne Walchenbach '73 Hendricks,
N.Y.
print on poor quality paper stock, reflecting the
Ruth Vander Burgh '69, M.M., education, Aug.
Paul Dennis, March 25, 1980, Grandville, Mich.
Mr. and Joyce Van Houzen 71 Stacy, BenjaminJay,
economictroubles of the times.
1980, University of Oregon
Bill '75 and Barb Smalling 73 Lawton, Craig Dec. 11, 1979, Shepherd,Mich.
David VanderVelde 78, M.A. . English, University
1930 — Students began the push for formation
William,Sopt. 12, 1980, Holland, Mich.
William 76 and Jilda Berry 76 TeWinkle, Katrina
of Illinois
of a Collegeband and an on-campus bookstore. David 73 and Cathy Schaub 73 Leestma,John PeJoy, Sept. 19, 1980, Sheboygan, Wis.
Ingrid von Reitzenstein '62, M.A., German literater, June 11, 1980, Tustin, Calif.
Glenn and Nancy Brown 70 Triezenberg, Steven
ture, June, 1980
Jim
'69
and
Carol
Marcus,
Jamie
Lynn,
July
19,
Joel,
Aug.
10,
1980,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
10 years ago .....
1980, Holland, Mich.
Rick and Kathleen DeWitt 70 Veenstra,David,
Fall semester, 1970 — Hope's closed circuit,
Bruce 75 and Lisa Pifer 76 Martin,Bradley Pifer, March 18, 1980, Gary, Ind.
student-run radio station WTAS became one
Aug. 19, 1980, Anderson, S.C.
Bruce '68 and Claire White, Brian Thomas, Oct. 1,
of the first college stations in the U S. to broadJohn 74 and Mary Millard 74 Mayo, Nancy Lynn, 1980, Bay City, Mich.
cast on a regular24 hour per day, seven days a June 22, 1980, San Diego, Calif.
John and Carole Folkert '67 Whittemore, Andrew
Peter 73 and Becky Jacobs 74 Semeyn, adopted R. Howe, Aug. 14, 1980, Belmont, Maine
week schedule.
Dec., 1970 — The College released to the press Benjamin,Sept., 1980, 3-years-old, Holland, Mich. William 75 and Susan Wolters,Timothy James,
Richard '69 and Barbara Skidmore 70 Mezeske,An- Aug. 14, 1980, Lafayette, Ind.
the happy announcement that a quarterdrew Michael, Aug. 4, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Dean and Marsha Hendricks '67 Woodward, Lindsay
quarter-milliondollar deficit had been trans- Jack and Deborah Langdon 75 Miller,Noah Stephen
Jo, Sept. 27, 1980, Torrington, Wy.
formed into a surplusin just four years, largely Sherman, June, 26, 1980, Athens, Mich.
John and Lynn Quackenbush 74 Zick, Molly Lynn
due to the expertise of Clarence . Handlogten, Tom and Lynda Robertson75 Pasqueretta, Carole and Jamie Ronald, Sept. 10, 1980
Lynn, May 17, 1980, Midland Park, N.J.
Steve 72 and Lynda Boven 73 Farrar, Stephanie
treasurerand business manager.
Margaret,Aug. 20, 1980, Ithaca,N.Y.
David 76 and Ruth Johnson 77 James, Daniel
Johnson,Oct. 4, 1980, Iowa City, la.
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1981 HOPE TRAVEL

TOURS
marriages

For the second year, Hope Alumni Association, in cooperationwith the
Calvin

Alumni Association,

will

sponsor three tours

for

alumni and

friends.
In addition to professional drivers,guides, and custom-structured
tours with

first

class

accommodations,an

escort from

Hope

or Calvin

College will accompany the tour.

The number of tour members is limited.
• Canadian Rockies - June 24-July 6 and July
• England, Scotland - August 5-19
Write for brochure:
Hope Alumni Office

Hope College
Holland, Mich.

18

49423

Joe Alofs and Lois Glerum '41, Oct. 3, 1980, Zeeland, Mich.
Albert Annillo and Donna Drake 73, June

21

,

1980,

Wayne, N.J.
Richard Berta and Peggy Hierlihy 77, July 5, 1980,
Traverse City, Mich.
John Bonnetteand Julie Weaver 78, Oct. 5, 1979
Jerry Borgeld and ColleenCochran 79, July 19,
1980, Saranac Lake, N.Y.

6-1 1,

July 15-27

De Vries Travel Agency
2421 Eastern Avenue, S.E.
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507

Dwayne Boyce 77 and Deborah Waite, Feb.

16,

1980, Westport,Conn.

Marc Cormack 78 and Diane Lound 79, Aug. 30,
1980, Holland, Mich.
Jeffrey DeVree 79 and Janis Lundeen '80, Aug. 9,
1980
DouglassDrumm and Paula VandeHoef 77, Sept,
13, 1980, Holland, Mich.
Bert Edwards and Mimi Miller 79, Sept. 20, 1980,
Rochester, N.Y.
Larry Evans 78 and Bonnie Ferguson79, Aug. 16,
1980, Clinton, N.J.

December 31, 1980
last day to make your

is

bution to the Annual

Alumni

the

contri-

Fund and have it credited for
state and federal income tax
purposes, to this calendar
year.

Please send your

gift

today.

\[

He was the manager of the record departmentat
Meyer Music House in Holland until his retirement.
He is survived by his wife. MargueriteMeyer '17
Prins,former language professor at Hope ; a daughter Marguerite(Peggy) De Haan '49; and a son,

deaths

Robert Vander Hart

'42

died on Oct. 22, 1980 in

SL

Bluffton, Ind.

n

He graduated from McCormick Theological Seminary. He received his Doctor of Ministry degree 1980
Dec.,
NFHC
from McCormick Seminary in 1979.
Robert J.
Dr. Vander Han served Presbyterian pastorates in
Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio and Indiana. At the time
Wendell G. Pyle '50 died on Oct. 10, 1980 while on
of his death he was pastor of the First Presbyterian
a fishingtrip to Lake Superior. Death was attributed Church in Decatur, Mich.
to drowning.
Among his survivors are his wife, Marian Van Zyl
He received his M. Div. degree from Western
'42 Vander Han; three sons, Mark, Joel, and Robert;
Theological Seminary.
two daughters, Barbara Nuremburgand Mary
Rev. Pyle served churches in South Dakota, Illinois, Brust; a brother, Norman '26; and a sister, Margaret
Wisconsin and Iowa. He was the pastor of Gibbsville
Reformed Church in Sheboygan Falls, Wis. at the
time of his death.
Word has been received of the death of Pauline
He is survived byhis wife, Alice Moolenaar'49 Pyle ;
Bush '36 Vander Ven.
and four daughters, Mary, Linda '78, Ruth '81, and

3
n

i

Carol '84.

Rev. Scholten was a graduate of WesternTheological
Seminary.He served Reformed Church pastoratesin
New York and New Jersey. He retiredfrom the

Carol Van Hartseveldt'26 Van Putten died in
Grand Rapids, Mich, on Oct. 12, 1980.
Prior to her marriage she was a school teacher. She
was a member of the Ottawa County, Mich. Bureau
of Social Services and the Ottawa County Mental
Health Board.
Her survivors include a brother, PhilipVan Hartes-

active ministry in 1957.

veldt.

George B. Scholten 11 died on Oct. 28, 1980 in
Irvington, N.J.

He is survived by three daughters, Frances, Elaine
Stephan '45, arid Rosaline Gainsborg'47; and two Joseph Zsiros, religion and Greek professorat Hope
sisters, Mamie Muyskens '22, and Alice VanZoeren College during the late 1940's and early 1950's, died
'25.
in Flint. Mich.
Dr. Zsiros was a native of Hungary. After the ComLloyd C. Slagh '32 died on Aug. 9, 1980 in Sweet- munist takeover in 1948, he was unable to return to
water, Texas.
his native land where he had been professor of Old
Among his survivors is his wife.
Testament in the Zarospatac Reformed Seminary.

John Van Zoeren

'12, distinguishedHope
Word has been received of the death of Herman
alumni chemist and generous College benefac- L. Debell '38.
tor, died on Oct. 13, 1980 in a Holland, Mich,
nursing home. He had been a resident there for Larry Norman Furr, special education instructorat
Hope College,died of a heart attack on Sept. 21 1980
the past seven years.
in Grand Haven, Mich.
In July of 1959 Van Zoeren presented a
major gift t Hope College with which to build Raymond Gouwens '27 died recentlyin South Holthe library which bears his name. When he had land, 111.
attended Hope, the College's library consisted He received his J.D. degree from the University of
of a 20' X 20' reading room in Graves Hall. Chicago.
Van Zoeren said he decidedto donate funds for Mr. Gouwens taught school for 25 years. He served
as South Holland villageclerk for 30 years prior to
a library in order to "do the most good for the
greatestnumber of people." His gift for the his retirement in 1977.
Among his survivors are his wife, Elizabeth;a
library was made in memory of his wife, Anna
daughter, Janice Cheevef;and a sister, Florence.
ElizabethVan Zoeren, who had died in June,
1959. There were also subsequent gifts from
Catherine Haig '36 died on May 18, 1980 in Nova
Dr. Van Zoeren and Mrs. Lena Carley, whom Scotia, Canada.
he married in 1961.
She taught in high schools in Ontario and Nova
,

Bom in Vriesland,Dr. Van Zoeren attended
Holland Academy (Hope Preparatory School)
and was graduated from Hope Collegein 1912.
Upon graduation he was awarded an assistantship in chemistry at the Universityof Illinois,
the first such assistantship awarded to a Hope
graduate, and in 1914 became a chemist with
the Holland-St. Louis Sugar Company. That
summer he married Anna ElizabethHayden of

Scoria for 26 years prior to her retirement in 1977.

John Henderson

'36 died in

Feb., 1980 in Lewiston,

N.J.
Prior to his retirement in 1970, he was a school,

Here are the answers to the Annual Fund Crossword puzzle you
all have been waiting for.

administrator. He authoredover 100 books, plays,
and storiesfor teenagers.

Among his survivors are a son, Christopher; and a
daughter, Cathie.

Lawton.
In 1916, he accepted an assistantshipat
affiliateof McGill University near Montreal, to experiment with
sugar and also receivedhis master's degree in
1917. During World War I he served in the
chemical warfare divisionat Nobel, Canada,
working with high explosives.
In 1919, he joined the chemistry staff of
Holland Aniline Company, remaining there
until he joined Edwin De Free of Zeeland in
1922 to form the De Free Laboratories.In 1935
they formed the ChemicalSpecialties Company with Dr. L. P. Kyredies, later moving the
firm to Zeeland, Van Zoeren served as president and general manager until the firm
merged with Miles Laboratoriesof Elkhart,
Ind. in 1947.

McDonald College,an

b-

A member

of

Eleanor Casper '55 Hondorp died on Oct. 1, 1980
in Hopewell Junction, N.Y.
Mrs. Hondorp was a pre-school educator and founder of day-care centers in Paterson, N.J. and New
York City. She studied voice in New York City under
Laszlow Halasz, founder of t.he New York City Opera.

Among

her survivors are her husband, David '55;

four sons; Jonathan'82, Stephen, James, and

Thomas; two daughters, Catherine and Marlene;
and a brother, Paul Casper.
Lois Kleis '53

Laumbach

died on

May

19, 1980

in Oradell, N.J. from cancer.

Among

her survivors are her husband,Harold

and three children.
Marion Sywassink'21 Lyon died on July 8, 1980
in Olympia, Wash.

Hope Reformed Church, he

served in its consistoryand had a lifelong inter-

Everett-Monk '53 died recently in Mount Holly,

est in the relation of the Christianfaith to the
sciences.

Among

his survivors are his wife, Joyce

Vinkemulder '50 Monk and four children.
Surviving are a brother, Leon Van Zoeren
'38; two sisters, Mrs. John Elzinga and Mrs.
FrederickPlasman '22 died on Sept. 22, 1980 in
John Osterhaven ; a stepson,Robert Carley and Grand Rapids, Mich.
nephews and nieces.
He retiredin 1967 from Plasman and Gaikema
Auto Parts in Grand Rapids after being in business
Gordon Philip Alexander '33 died suddenlyon for 35 years.
Sept. 12, 1980 in Washington, N.J.
He is survived by a son, F. Barten; and a daughter,
He receivedhis M. Div. degree from New Brunswick Mrs. Stephan Eastwood.
Seminary. Rev. Alexanderserved Reformed
churches in New Jersey and New York.
Kay Wassenaar '23 Probst died in Long Beach,
He is survived by his wife and children.
Calif, on Sept. 19, 1980.
Mrs. Probst was active in A.A.U.W.in California.
Eugene E. De Young '46 died from a heart attack on She is survived by a sister, Nelvina Wassenaar '26
Aug. 12, 1980 in Tomahawk,Wis.
Sullivan; and a brother, Howard Wassenaar.
He receiveda B.A. degree from Dartmouth College.
He was a livestockdealer in Friesland,Wis. At the PeterN. Prins '20 died in Holland, Mich, on Aug. 4,
time of his death he was president of the Friesland 1980.
Chamber of Commerce.
Following his discharge from the Army after World
He is survived by his wife, Ruth Kroes '51 De
War I he served as athletic director at Robert College
Young; three daughters, Beth Hahn, Paula Alsum in Istanbul,Turkey. He later served in a Near East
and Amy Boersma; a son. Bradley; a brother, De- relief organization for Armenian refugees. During

may be puzzling to you how a small liberal arts college
like Hope can sustain its standard of excellence when
It

educationalcosts are outstripping tuition income. One
of the major answers is the Annual Alumni Fund.
Become a part of the solution - send your gift today.
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Part

Two

in a Series

What Makes Hope

Christian?

At the time of its founding, a love of liberty and

devotion to God were the values which set the
guidelinesfor Hope College. Do these values
continue to be important today? If so, how are
they translatedinto campus programs and
a

practices?

This year News from Hope College is pub-

"The
Campus." The first article
presented two studentswho consideredHope's
Christiancommitment from two very different
perspectives.This issue presents the work of
lishing a series of articleson the topic of
State of Religionon

1

the Chaplains' Office. Future issues will consider the subject from faculty and administrative points of view, and present the opinions of

I

some people not associatedwith Hope — RCA
clergymen and analysts of American higher
education.

Ever since it was built 50 years ago, Dimnent
Chapel has been regarded as the center of religious life on campus. Within that imposing
mass of stone and stained glass is the Chaplains' Office — a place of open doors and frequent banter,where accumulating coffee trappings sit alongside shortstackedBibles, where
liturgical vestments keep company with
Adidas, and where, anchored in a plethoric box
of pamphlets, one floating red balloon proclaims in uppercase boldface:"Love."
From this den of informality is emitted a

I

\

wide variety of services and activitiesdesigned
to meet the needs of Hope students. By selfdescription, the Chaplains'Office is "the focal
point for understanding the religious dimension of campus life."
Inhabitingthe spot are Hope's two chaplains, Gerard Van Heest and Peter Semeyn.
Van Heest, 51, came to Hope two years ago
after a long career in parish ministry.Semeyn,
the assistant chaplain,joined the College staff
in 1977, when he was fresh out of seminary.
Both men are graduates of Hope College and
Western TheologicalSeminary. Yet, by virtue
of age alone, the two present different images:
one is paternal, the other more peer. The chaplains are comfortable with these and other differencesbecause, as one of them notes, "we
have two chaplains so that we can speak differentlyon different issues."
If the Chaplains' Office is indeed a focal
point for understanding the state of religion on
campus, then a description of offered programs
should be insightful.
ThroughoutHope's history, the tradition of
worship as a campus community has been
maintained. Originally,the College'spresiChaplains Peter Semeyn (left) and Gerard Van Heest
dents were regarded as the main spiritual leadgether and share a common experience," says student-ledgroups, such as Intervarsity Chrisers of the campus and they took charge of most
tian Fellowshipand the Fellowshipof Christian
campus worship services. Later, faculty mem- Semeyn. "People have argued that the day
Students, are looselylinked to the Chaplains'
bers in the religion departmentwere also ap- should begin with worship, but another way of
Office. Organizing retreats and arranging for
pointed as College pastors.In the mid-1940s looking at it is to say that worship is important
campus guests who offer expertiseon issues
enough for us to break up our day."
the Rev. Allen B. Cook became the first
Although the growing number of chapel at- important to the Christian faith are responfulltime College pastor. His successor, William
sibilitieswhich also lie within the scope of the
Hillegonds, was the first to adopt the title of tendees (averaging about 300-400)might be
Chaplains' Office.
chaplain. One of the primary responsibilities of interpretedas a sign of a more vigorous campus
The chaplains strive for a diversity of prothe office of pastor/chaplainhas been to con- religious commitment, the chaplains prefer to
grams
which reflect up-to-date student needs
duct campus worship. For decades campus wor- avoid playing numbers games.
and interests. Students are not requiredto par"Pete
and
I
are
not
all
that
impressed
with
ship consistedof daily, mandatory chapel.Not
ticipate in any of the programs of the Chapstatistics," notes Van Heest. "Chapel attenuntil the relevance-conscious1960s was this
lains' Office, a fact which distinguishesHope
dance
may
not
always
automatically
be
a
good
practice challenged and ultimately alteredso
thing to do. It may be more important some- from many other church-relatedcollegesand
that chapel worship came to be a voluntary
times for a student not to attend chapel, to stay universities. Both chaplains prefer this apactivity. Ironically, it was also during the
proach, and emphasize that their obligationis
1960s that a second form of campus worship in the Kletz and talk to someone who needs a
to provide opportunities,not serve as religious
was inaugurated: Sunday morning services. friend, for example."
watchdogs.
In addition to effecting chapel, Sunday
Student Church quickly became popular be"What some people call a Christian atmocause it offeredconvenience (on-campusloca- morning worship and special services throughout the year, the chaplains also counsel stu- sphere may instead be sheltered
tion and an 11:00 beginning hour), many
homogeneity,"says Van Heest. "Hope Colchances for participation not usually available dents. Generally, their counseling can be dilege is not a homogeneous group that defines a
in local congregations,and a service geared to vided into three main areas: personal counselcertain
lifestyle as Christian.The challenge
ing ("A 'given' with College is that it is one of
students. Student Church has retained the
here is for growth. . . It's so easy to be a
the
most
insecure
times
of
life,"
says
Semeyn),
same basic format (although in the 1960s there
Christianwhen and where you're expected to
was a pervading informalityof dress, with stu- premarital group discussions,and academic
be one. Here at Hope, we would hope that the
and
vocational
guidance
for
students
considerdents coming in jeans and T-shirts, which has
majority is Christian,but, at the same time,
now all but disappeared),while daily chapel has ing church-relatedcareers.
that there is a freedom to be who you are."
The
Chaplains'
Office
also
coordinates
and
of late experienced a time change. Last January
Van Heest adds that he is "very impressed"
chapel was moved to a mid-morning time slot. directs the Ministry of Christ's People, an orwith "the level and the seriousness"of many
ganization
of
students
who
seek
ways
to
exSince that switch was made, attendance has
press their faith through actions. The activities Hope students'Christian commitment.
upsurged dramatically.
"The change in time has made chapel more of MOCP are divided into four broad areas: "They're here because they want to be here,"
he notes. convenient and made it possiblefor a larger worship, social ministry,evangelism, and perf 1. z-' . 11 --- -- ------- : _ .
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on what makes Hope "a Christian college."
Both emphasizethat the state of religion on
campus is not dependent on chapel attendance,
indoctrination
or attempts to legislatemorality
(the rules which do exist at Hope, such as the
one that forbidsalcoholic beverages on cam- '
pus, exist to assure a standard of residential
living, not as a means of definingthe Christian
lifestyle. Van Heest maintains). Both chaplains contend that Hope's religious character is
the result of a difficult-to-put-into-words
balance between freedom and accountability.
"Hope College is Christianbecause of freedom and responsibility,-and because of how
people act on that privilege,"says Semeyn.
And both chaplainsknow that the services of
their office form only the tip of the iceberg, the
visible focal point. A great part of Hope's religious dimensionconsists of other exposures
and interactions.
"The belief that students hold when they
come out of Hope College is their own. While
they'rehere, hopefully they've been taught to
think — they haven't been indoctrinated,"
says
Van Heest. "Admittedly, this is the more difficult approach to Christianeducation,because
it is easier to indoctrinate.
At Hope, students
are encouraged to hammer out for themselves
some answers to the so-called 'Christian' questions. At the same time, they are not alone;
they have other Christians — noth faculty and
students — for support and counsel as they
work these things out."
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